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and conjunctions should be set with an initial capital) and
should be aligned to the left. Words joined by a hyphen
are subject to a special rule. If the first word can stand
alone, the second word should be capitalized.

Lemmas, Propositions, and Theorems The num-
bers accorded to lemmas, propositions, and theorems, etc.
appear in consecutive order, starting with Lemma 1, and
not, for example, with Lemma 11.

Figures and Tables

Attach figures and tables as separate files. Do not in-
tegrate them into the text. Do not save your table as
an image file or insert a table into your manuscript text
document as an image.

Basics of Graphic Composition Less is more! Avoid
tables with columns of numbers. Summarise the main
conclusion in a figure.

• Annotations belong in a (self-)explanatory legend,
do not use headings in the figure, explain abbrevia-
tions in the legend.

• Label all axes.

• Use a uniform type size (we recommend Arial 10
point), and avoid borders around tables and figures.

Data Formats

• Submit graphics as a sharp printout as well as a file.
The printout and the file must be identical.
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Image Resolution Image resolution is the number of
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problem of resolution. However, if halftone images ("pho-
tos") are copied into such a program, these images retain
their low resolution.

If screenshots are necessary, please make sure that you
are happy with the print quality before you send the files.

Figures and Tables in LATEX For LATEX users, we rec-
ommend using the ejbi-figure environment (Figure 1 shows
an example). The lettering in figures should have a height
of 2 mm (10-point type). Figures should be numbered and
should have a caption which should always be positioned

under the figures, in contrast to the caption belonging to
a table, which should always appear above the table (see
an example in Table 1). Short captions are centred by
default between the margins and typeset automatically in
a smaller font.

Table 1: Age, period, cohort modelling of coronary heart mor-
tality, men, 30-74 yrs., Czech Republic, 1980-2004.

No. Model D df p-value
0 Interception 355388.0 44 <0.001
1 Age 15148.0 36 <0.001
2 Age-Drift 3255.5 35 <0.001
3a Age-Age*Drift 2922.5 27 <0.001
3b Age-Period 388.2 32 <0.001
3c Age-Cohort 1872.6 24 <0.001
4 Age-Period-Cohort 28.7 21 0.121

Remark 1. In the printed volumes, illustrations are
generally black and white (halftones), and only in excep-
tional cases, and if the author is prepared to cover the
extra cost for colour reproduction, are coloured pictures
accepted. Coloured pictures are welcome in the electronic
version free of charge. If you send coloured figures that
are to be printed in black and white, please make sure that
they really are legible in black and white. Some colours
as well as the contrast of converted colours show up very
poorly when printed in black and white.

Formulas

Displayed equations or formulas are centred and set on
a separate line (with an extra line or halfline space above
and below). Displayed expressions should be numbered
for reference. The numbers should be consecutive within
each section or within the contribution, with numbers en-
closed in parentheses and set on the right margin – which
is the default if you use the equation environment, e.g.

ψ(u) =

∫ T

o

[
1

2

(
Λ−1
o u, u

)
+N∗(−u)

]
dt . (1)

Please punctuate a displayed equation in the same way
as the ordinary text but with a small space before the end
punctuation.

Footnotes

The superscript numeral used to refer to a footnote
appears in the text either directly after the word to be
discussed or – in relation to a phrase or a sentence – fol-
lowing the punctuation sign (comma, semicolon, or pe-
riod). Footnotes should appear at the bottom of the nor-
mal text area, with a line of about 2 cm set immediately
above them.1

1The footnote numeral is set flush left and the text follows with
the usual word spacing.
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Figure 1: Construction, coding and use of GLIKREM.

Program Code

Program listings or program commands in the text
are normally set in a typewriter font, e.g. CMTT10 or
Courier.

Citations

The list of references is headed "References" and is not
assigned a number. The list should be set in small print
and placed at the end of your contribution, in front of the
appendix, if one exists. Please do not insert a pagebreak
before the list of references if the page is not completely
filled. An example is given at the end of this information
sheet.

For citations in the text please use square brackets and
consecutive numbers: [1], [2, 3, 4]. . .

In the text number the references consecutively in
the order in which they first appear. Use the style,
which is based on the formats used by the US National
Library of Medicine in MEDLINE (sometimes called
the "Vancouver style"). For details see the guidelines
from the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_require
ments.html).

Page Numbering and Running Heads

Please do not set running heads or page numbers.
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Editorial en1

Semantic Interoperability in Biomedicine and Health Care II.

Štěpán Svačina, Jana Zvárová

The first issue of the European Journal for Biomedical In-
formatics in 2011 publishes peer-reviewed papers of students
of the doctoral study at the 1st Faculty of Charles Univer-
sity in Prague. These papers were also presented as lectures
given by Ph.D. students during the second workshop on the
topic "Semantic interoperability in biomedicine and health
care" held on November 24th, 2011 in Prague. The first
workshop on the same topic was held on November 18th,
2010 in Prague and all papers of the first workshop were
published in English and Czech languages in the European
Journal for Biomedical Informatics Vol.6, Issue 1, 2010.

Semantic interoperability and the ability to obtain spe-
cific information by usage of technical means are essential
conditions for the utilization of other telemedicine technolo-
gies and eHealth. The ability of systems to understand ex-
changed data (semantic interoperability) requires using the
same terminology (i.e. classification systems and nomencla-
tures) and using the same language for communication and
its recording (data standards). If information in biomedicine
and health care is shared using a free text, a prerequisite for
semantic interoperability is the access to its meaning. Exist-
ing standards (e.g. EN 13606) suppose the use of globally
unique and uniquely defined terms that can be without much
difficulty transferred to other classifications (e.g. by means

of the Unified Medical Language System). Probably the
best applicable general classification system for healthcare
is SNOMED CT. It has arisen by a combination of American
SNOMED (created by the Association of American Patholo-
gists) and British Clinical Terms ("Read Codes"). In connec-
tion with this merger the International Health Terminology
Standards Development Organization (IHTSDO), with the
residence in Denmark, has been founded in 2007. IHTSDO
is a not-for-profit association that develops and promotes
use of SNOMED CT to support safe and effective health in-
formation exchange. SNOMED CT is a clinical terminology
and is considered to be the most comprehensive, multilingual
healthcare terminology in the world. SNOMED CT is now
being used in a number of information systems for recording
of clinical information within patient records. It is expected
from modern information systems to work effectively with
information and to exchange it mutually.

The task of the workshop supported by the project of the
specific research at the 1st Faculty of Medicine of Charles
University was also to present selected terms from papers of
students and to make their description in English and classi-
fication by the SNOMED CT. Then the translations of these
findings to the Czech language were presented at the work-
shop.
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Statistical Analysis of Competing Risks: Overall Survival in

a Group of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia Patients

Jana Fürstová1, Zdeněk Valenta1,2

13rd Medical Department, First Faculty of Medicine, Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic
2Department of Medical Informatics, Institute of Computer Science of the AS CR, Prague, Czech Republic

Abstract

Background: Survival analysis is a collection of statistical
methods for inference on time-to-event data. If several
causes of failure occur and the occurrence of one event
precludes the occurrence of the other events, the situation
is known as competing risks. Since the competing risks
violate the fundamental assumption of independent
censoring, specific methods for inference are needed.
Objectives: The aim of this paper is to recall the compet-
ing risks model and statistical methods for nonparametric
analysis, and to illustrate the competing risks methods on
a real data set of 118 Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML)
patients from the Clinic of Haemato-oncology of the
University Hospital in Olomouc.
Methods: The overall survival probability and risk factors
of two types of failure (death due to CML and death
from other causes) are assessed. Predicted probabilities
of the two types of failure with stratification based on
the risk factors (Sokal score, haematological response to
treatment) are shown.
Results: Outcomes of the specific methods designed
for the competing risks analysis are compared with the
outcomes of the standard survival analysis methods. The
effect of the Sokal score classification is found ambiguous.
While the score should identify high- and low-risk CML
patients, it seems to be predictive only for the failure due
to other causes than CML.

Mgr. Jana Fürstová

Conclusions: The importance of careful censoring and the
need of using proper methods of analyses of competing
risks data is shown. The use of the Sokal score for clas-
sification of the CML patients should be considered more
thoroughly.

Keywords

Competing risks, chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), overall
survival, cause-specific hazard, cumulative incidence func-
tion
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1 Introduction

Methods of survival analysis have become widely used
in medical research in the past few decades. Standard sur-
vival data (also called time-to-event data) arise in studies
where time from some origin to an end-point is measured.
The end-point is defined by occurrence of a certain event

of interest. The time until the specified event occurs can
be characterized by several functions. The most widely
used are the survival function, representing the proba-
bility of an individual surviving up to time t (i.e. the
probability that the event has not occurred before t), and
the hazard function, representing the rate of occurrence
of the event at a given time. Under the assumption of in-
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dependent censoring, these functions are estimated by the
Kaplan-Meier estimator of the survival function and the
Nelson-Aalen estimator of the hazard function (for more
information, see e.g. [1] or [2]).

In some cases, several causes of failure are possible
but the occurrence of one event precludes the occurrence
of the other events (e.g. when failures are different causes
of death, only the first one can be observed). This situa-
tion is known as competing risks. Often, only one event
is chosen for analysis, the competing causes of failure are
ignored and treated as right-censored observations, and
classical survival methods are used for inference [3]. How-
ever, this approach leads to a bias in the Kaplan-Meier
estimate [4]. The bias is caused by violating one of the fun-
damental assumptions underlying the Kaplan-Meier esti-
mator – the assumption of independence of distribution of
the time to the event and the censoring distribution. Fur-
thermore, independence between distinct causes of failure
cannot be verified on the basis of the observed competing
risks data [5]. Specific methods are thus needed for the es-
timation of survival probabilities. The Cox proportional
hazards model may be used for regression analysis, but
the interpretation of the results becomes different [4].

This paper presents the competing risks model and
statistical methods for nonparametric analysis. The meth-
ods are then illustrated on real Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
(CML) data from the Clinic of Haemato-oncology of the
University Hospital in Olomouc, Czech Republic. All sta-
tistical methods are implemented with the R software,
using the survival, cmprsk and mstate packages [6].

2 Methods

Competing risks are used to model a situation where
subjects under investigation are exposed to several causes
of failure. If failures represent different causes of death,
only the first event to occur is observed. In other settings,
second and subsequent failures may be observable, but not
of interest. The violation of the assumption of indepen-
dent censoring, leading to a biased Kaplan-Meier estima-
tor, is an important issue in competing risks models. If
the competing event time distributions were independent
of the distribution of time to the event of interest, this
would imply that at each time the risk of this event is the
same for subjects that have not yet failed and are still un-
der follow-up as for subjects that have experienced a com-
peting event by that time [4]. However, a subject that is
censored due to failure from a competing risk will certainly
not experience the event of interest. Since subjects that
will never fail (by the failure of interest) are treated as if
they could fail (they are censored), the standard Kaplan-
Meier estimator overestimates the probability of failure
and underestimates the corresponding survival probabil-
ity [4], [7].

The competing risks data are represented by the fail-
ure time T, the failure cause D and a vector of covariates

Z (T is assumed to be a continuous and positive random
variable, D takes values in the finite set {1, . . . ,m}). For-
mer approach to competing risks used multivariate failure
time models. In such models each subject was assumed to
have a potential failure time for each type of event. The
earliest event was actually observed and the others were
latent. This approach focused on the joint distribution
of the times T1, . . . , Tm of the m different failure types,
described by the joint survival function

S(t1, . . . , tm) = P (T1 > t1, . . . , Tm > tm).

The marginal hazard function

hj(t) = lim
∆t→0+

P (t ≤ Tj < t+ ∆t|Tj ≥ t)
∆t

is defined by the marginal survival

Sj(t) = P (Tj > t) = S(0, . . . , 0, t, 0, . . . , 0).

However, without additional assumptions, neither the
joint survival function is identifiable from the observed
data, nor are the marginal distributions [2], [8], [5]. This
“latent failure time” approach has thus little practical use.

A recent concept in competing risks models is the
cause-specific hazard function and the cumulative inci-
dence function. These two functions completely specify
the joint distribution of (T,D), the failure time and the
failure cause [9]. The cause-specific hazard function for
the j−th cause is defined by

λj(t) = lim
∆t→0+

P (t ≤ T < t+ ∆t,D = j|T ≥ t)
∆t

,

for j = 1, . . . ,m. It represents the hazard of failing from
cause j in the presence of the competing events. The cu-
mulative cause-specific hazard is then defined by

Λj(t) =

∫ t

0

λj(u)du.

A function Sj(t) = exp(−Λj(t)) should not be interpreted
as a marginal survival function unless the competing event
time distributions and the censoring distribution are inde-
pendent (in case of independent censoring, the marginal
distribution models the situation when competing events
do not occur) [9]. The total hazard λ(t) and the overall
survival function S(t) are defined in terms of the cause-
specific hazards:

λ(t) = lim
∆t→0+

P (t ≤ T < t+ ∆t|T ≥ t)
∆t

=
m∑
j=1

λj(t),

S(t) = P (T > t) = exp

(
−
∫ t

0

λ(u)du

)
=

= exp

− m∑
j=1

∫ t

0

λj(u)du

 =

c©2011 EuroMISE s.r.o. EJBI – Volume 7 (2011), Issue 1
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= exp

− m∑
j=1

Λj(t)

 .

This overall survival function does have an interpretation:
It is the probability of not having failed from any cause
at time t [3].

The cumulative incidence function of cause j, Ij(t), is
defined by

Ij(t) = P (T ≤ t,D = j), j = 1, . . . ,m,

and represents the probability of a subject failing due to
cause j in the presence of all the competing risks. It can
be expressed in terms of the cause-specific hazard and the
overall survival function as

Ij(t) =

∫ t

0

λj(u)S(u)du, j = 1, . . . ,m. (1)

This function is sometimes called "crude cumulative inci-
dence function" or "subdistribution function". It is not a
proper distribution function because the cumulative prob-
ability to fail from cause j remains less than unity, as
Ij(∞) = P (D = j) [1]. The standard Kaplan-Meier esti-
mator of the probability of failing due to cause j before
or at time t satisfies

1− Sj(t) =

∫ t

0

λj(u)Sj(u)du, (2)

which is similar to the expression of cumulative incidence
function Ij(t). Equations (1) and (2) differ by replacing
S(t) by Sj(t). Since

S(t) ≤ Sj(t),

then
Ij(t) ≤ 1− Sj(t),

with equality at t if there is no competition, i.e. if

m∑
k=1,k 6=j

Λk(t) = 0.

This shows the bias of the Kaplan-Meier estimator if it is
used to estimate Ij(t) [4].

The cumulative incidence function can be estimated
using the Kaplan-Meier methodology restricted to specific
failures for each cause: Let 0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < tn be the
ordered distinct times at which failures of any cause occur.
Let djk denote the number of patients failing from cause
j at tk, and let dk =

∑m
j=1 djk denote the total number of

failures (from any cause) at tk. Let nk be the number of
patients at risk (i.e. patients still in follow-up who have
not failed from any cause) at time tk. Then the cumulative
incidence function of cause j at time t is estimated by

Îj(t) =
∑
k:tk≤t

λ̂j(tk)Ŝ(tk−1),

where the discretized version of the cause-specific hazard
λj(tk) = P (T = tk, D = j|T > tk−1) is estimated by

λ̂j(tk) =
djk
nk

and

Ŝ(t) =
∏
k:tk≤t

1−
m∑
j=1

λ̂j(tk)

 .

More detailed derivation of this estimator of Ij(t) can be
found in [1] and [4].

In addition to estimating the cumulative incidence
functions of the events, it is often of interest to compare
the cause-specific cumulative incidence functions among
different groups of patients. In standard survival analy-
sis this is done using the nonparametric tests comparing
curves generated with the Kaplan-Meier method (e.g. the
log-rank test, the Gehan-Wilcoxon test, etc.). In the pre-
sence of competing risks, however, these tests are inappro-
priate. Instead, Gray [10] proposed a class of generalized
linear rank statistics for testing equality of the cumula-
tive incidence functions. The tests are based on compar-
ing weighted averages of the hazards of the cumulative
incidence function for the failure type of interest.

Consider now a regression model for the competing
risks. As in any other regression analysis, it is used to
identify potential prognostic factors for a particular fail-
ure in the presence of competing risks, or to assess a prog-
nostic factor of interest after adjusting for other poten-
tial risk factors in the model. First, consider a regression
model for the cause-specific hazard functions. Since the
cause-specific hazard functions are identifiable, regression
on these functions is possible and a competing risks ana-
logue of the Cox proportional hazards model becomes a
logical choice [2]. It models the cause-specific hazard of
cause j for a subject with a covariate vector Z by

λj(t,Z) = λ0j(t) exp(βTj Z),

where λ0j(t) is the baseline cause-specific hazard of cause
j and βj is a vector of the regression coefficients related
to cause j. Both the baseline hazards and the regression
coefficients are permitted to vary arbitrarily over the j
failure types. Again, let tj1 < tj2 < · · · < tjkj denote the
kj times of type j failures, j = 1, . . . ,m, and let Zji be
the covariates for the individual that fails at tji. Partial
likelihood is constructed with conditioning at each failure
time: (1) on the previous history of failures and censoring,
(2) that at time tji, a single type j failure occurs [4]. The
partial likelihood function then reads [2]:

L(β1, . . . , βm) =
m∏
j=1

kj∏
i=1

exp
(
βTj Zji(tji)

)∑
γ∈R(tji)

exp
(
βTj Zγ(tji)

) ,
where R(tji) is the risk set at time tji. Estimation and
comparison of the regression coefficients βj can be con-
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structed by applying asymptotic likelihood techniques in-
dividually to the m factors.

Unfortunately, the cause-specific hazard function does
not have a direct interpretation in terms of survival proba-
bilities for the particular failure type. Moreover, the effect
of a covariate on the cause-specific hazard function may be
very different from the effect of the covariate on the cor-
responding cumulative incidence function [10]. Therefore,
Fine and Gray [11] proposed a method for direct regres-
sion modeling on the cumulative incidence functions for
the competing risks data. The Fine and Gray model is
a semiparametric proportional hazards model using the
partial likelihood principle and weighting techniques. It
uses a log(− log) transformation such that it is reasonable
to assume a constant difference between the cumulative
incidence functions independent of the time point t. For
events of type j, the model reads

gj (Ij(t,Z)) = h0j(t) + βTj Z, j = 1, . . . ,m,

where gj is some known increasing function, h0j(t) is an
invertible and monotone increasing function, Z is a co-
variate vector and βj is a vector of regression coefficients
related to cause j. The procedure is based on the trans-
formation

g = log (− log(1− u))

corresponding to the proportional hazards model, and it
utilizes the subdistribution hazards (hazards related to
the cumulative incidence functions) constructed by Gray
in [10]. After the transformation, the model reads

Ij(t,Z) = 1− exp
(
− exp(βTj Z)h0j(t)

)
,

which allows to assess the effects of the covariates on the
cumulative incidence function directly. The partial likeli-
hood constructed by Fine and Gray differs from the tra-
ditional cause-specific hazard analysis: in the Fine-Gray
model, the risk set for type j events is constructed so that
subjects having already experienced events other than
type j are always at future risk of a type j event, while
in the traditional model the occurrence of an event other
than type j removes an individual from future risk sets
[11]. A comprehensive discussion may be found in [11]
and [12].

3 Data

For illustration of the competing-risks techniques, data
from the Clinic of Haemato-oncology of the University
Hospital in Olomouc are used. The data contain 118 pa-
tients suffering from Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML).
CML is a cancer of the white blood cells. It is a form
of leukemia characterized by the increased and unregu-
lated growth of predominantly myeloid cells in the bone
marrow and the accumulation of these cells in the blood.
The median age at time of the diagnosis of the disease is
53 years [in 1999], but all age groups, including children,

are affected [13]. The natural history of CML is progres-
sion from a benign chronic phase to a blast crisis within
three to five years [14]. Blast crisis is the final phase in
the evolution of CML, and behaves like an acute leukemia,
with rapid progression and short survival. The blast crisis
is often preceded by an accelerated phase, which signals
that the disease is progressing and transformation to blast
crisis is imminent. Drug treatment can usually stop this
progression if started early [13], [14], [15]. In the Czech
Republic, there are about 200 newly diagnosed CML pa-
tients per year [16].

All 118 patients in the data set were treated in the Olo-
mouc University Hospital in the years 1989–2010. The
last admissible date of diagnosis for the analysis was in
2006 in order to have sufficient follow-up time for all the
patients. There is one limitation of the data concerning
its consistency: the treatment protocol was changed in
2001 because a new drug – Glivec – had been approved
for treatment of the chronic phase of CML. Until 2001,
patients were treated by Interferon.

For first-line treatment, Interferon was used for all pa-
tients in the Olomouc data set (even those diagnosed after
2001) and most of the patients surviving after 2001 were
then treated by Glivec. Out of the 118 patients, 67 are
males (57%). The age of the patients at the date of diag-
nosis ranges from 18 to 71, with the mean of 48 years and
median of 50 years. At the date of diagnosis, the Sokal
score [17] is evaluated for patients with CML. It identifies
low- and high-risk patients according to their age, spleen
size and blood cell count.

The high risk group (Sokal score 3) contains 21% of
the Olomouc patients (n = 25), the low risk group (Sokal
score 1) covers 39% (n = 46). All other patients were clas-
sified with the Sokal score 2. Complete blood count was
recorded at the date of diagnosis and haematological re-
sponse to the treatment was assessed. Overall, 73 patients
(62%) achieved complete haematological response (CHR)
to the Interferon treatment. The CHR is assessed by im-
provement of all parameters of the blood cell count of a
patient. Median time of CHR is 3 months after the Inter-
feron treatment. Although other types of failure could be
considered as well (e.g. progression-free survival, after-
treatment survival, etc.), the focus of this paper is the
overall survival with initial point being the date of diag-
nosis of CML and terminal point being death.

The events of interest (competing risks) are two types
of failure: death due to CML (includes accelerating dis-
ease, progressive disease and blast crisis), and death from
other causes (different types of cancer, graft-versus-host
disease after stem cell transplantation, suicide, other).
By January 2010, 39 patients (33%) have died, 23 pa-
tients died due to CML (20%) and 16 due to other causes
(14%). Seventy nine patients (67%) did not experience
any of these events and were censored in January 2010.
All the competing risks estimations are made in terms of
the overall survival, i.e. time from the diagnosis of CML
to death is considered.
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4 Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the estimates of the probabilities of
"CML-related death" and "death from other causes" for
all patients. The CML curves are represented as sur-
vival curves, while the other event curves are represented
as probability distribution functions (one minus survival)
for greater clarity. Estimates based on the Kaplan-Meier
method are grey, whereas the estimates of the cumulative
incidence functions are black.

Figure 1: Estimates of probabilities of CML-related death
(represented as survival curves) and death from other causes
(represented as probability distribution functions), based on
Kaplan-Meier (grey) and on cumulative incidence functions
(black).

For this data, the two estimates are relatively close
to each other, however, the difference between the curves
is obvious. The estimates of probability of failure based
on Kaplan-Meier after 10 years (120 months) of follow-
up are P = 0.24 for CML-related event resp. P = 0.19
for other type of event, while cumulative incidence esti-
mates are P = 0.22 and P = 0.16 for CML and other
type of event, respectively. This illustrates the formerly
mentioned claim that the Kaplan-Meier estimator overes-
timates the probability of failure and underestimates the
corresponding survival probability.

Table 1: Basic characteristics of the continuous covariate vari-
ables: age, leukocyte count and haemoglobin level at the date
of diagnosis.

Mean Median Min Max
Age (years) 48 50 18 71
Leu (×109/l) 131 86 2 777
Hgb (g/l) 125 126 70 161

Figure 2 shows the estimated cumulative incidence
curves again, displayed in a different way – they are
stacked. The bottom curve represents the estimate of
the cumulative incidence function of CML (ÎCML(t)), the

top curve represents the sum of estimates of the cumula-
tive incidence functions of CML and other types of death
(ÎCML(t) + Îother(t)). This representation allows an easy
comparison of the respective probabilities at any time t.

Figure 2: Cumulative incidence curves of CML-related death
and death from other causes. Differences between the curves
represent probabilities of the particular events.

For the regression analysis on cause-specific hazards,
several covariates are used. Basic characteristics of the co-
variates are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Sex, Sokal score and
complete haematological response to treatment (CHR) are
categorical variables, whereas age at diagnosis, leukocyte
count (Leu) and haemoglobin level (Hgb) at diagnosis are
continuous. For purposes of the analyses, in order to make
interpretation of results easier, these continuous variables
were converted into dichotomous. The cut-off levels were
set (by the medical staff) to 45 years of age, 50× 109/l of
leukocytes and 110g/l of haemoglobin.

Table 2: Basic characteristics of the categorical covariate vari-
ables. One value is missing in the Sokal score and the complete
haematological response to treatment (CHR) variable.

N %

Sex
male 67 57
female 51 43

Sokal score
1 46 39
2 46 39
3 25 21

CHR
yes 73 62
no 44 37

Table 3 reports the results of the univariate Cox re-
gression analysis with single covariates sex, age, Leu, Hgb,
Sokal score and CHR. It is evident that the blood count
has strong effect on the rate of occurrence of CML-related
death. The leukocyte level above 50 negatively affects
overall survival of the CML patients (hazard ratio (HR)
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Table 3: Relative risk estimation for the CML-related death and death from other causes with single covariates, based on the
Cox regression model on the cause-specific hazard functions.

CML other
exp(β̂CML) p−value exp(β̂other) p−value

Sex (male) 1.30 0.55 0.52 0.20
Age (≥ 45) 1.40 0.46 1.43 0.51
Leu (≥ 50) 2.52 0.09 2.31 0.19
Hgb (≥ 110) 0.42 0.04 0.40 0.08
Sokal score 1.43 0.19 2.74 0.004
CHR (yes) 0.33 0.01 0.81 0.70

Table 4: Relative risk estimation for the CML-related death and death from other causes for the Sokal score represented as a
pair of dummy variables. Based on the Cox regression model on the cause-specific hazard functions.

CML other
exp(β̂CML) p−value exp(β̂other) p−value

Sokal score 2 versus 1 1.59 0.35 4.10 0.08
Sokal score 3 versus 1 2.05 0.20 8.92 0.007
Sokal score 3 versus 2 1.29 2.17

= 2.52, p = 0.09), while the effect of haemoglobin level
above 110 is protective (HR = 0.42, p = 0.04). Patients
who achieve complete haematological response to treat-
ment, are in a lower risk of death due to CML (HR =
0.33, p = 0.01). There is no evidence of any dependence
of CML-related death rates on sex, age or the Sokal score.

On the other hand, the strongest effect on the rate
of occurrence of other causes of death is achieved by the
Sokal score. The hazard ratio for each extra point in the
Sokal score is 2.74 (p = 0.004). Thus, an individual hav-
ing Sokal score 3 has 7.54−times higher risk of death due
to other causes compared to the individual having Sokal
score 1 (the estimated coefficient β̂other = 1.01). In case
of the Sokal score, it is not important whether the variable
is coded as a single covariate (with three categories) or as
a pair of dummy variables when modeling. The results
are similar (see Table 4).

The effect of haemoglobin level above 110 is the same
for other causes of death as for the CML-related death:
haemoglobin level above 110 lowers the risk (HR = 0.40,
p = 0.08). There seems to be no effect of sex, age, leuko-
cyte count and the achievement of complete haematologi-
cal response to treatment on the risk of death from other
causes than CML. However, the results for the sex covari-
ate are interesting. Although the effects are not statis-
tically significant (p = 0.55 and p = 0.20 for CML and
other type of death, respectively), they are opposite for
the two types of failure.

In case of CML-related death, males may be in higher
risk than females (HR = 1.30), while in case of other types
of death, the hazard ratio for males relative to females is

0.52. Sex is the only covariate with such opposite effects
on the two types of failure. In the multivariate Cox re-
gression model, no combinations of the above mentioned
six covariates prove to have statistically significant effects
on the risk of failure due to any of the competing risks.

Table 5: Contingency table with counts of patients according
to the Sokal score classification and the cause of death.

cause
Sokal score CML other alive

1 7 2 37
2 10 7 29
3 6 7 12

Based on the results of the Cox regression, predicted
cumulative incidence curves can be obtained. Figures 3
and 4 show the predicted occurrence of CML-related death
and death from other causes for the groups of patients
with and without complete haematological response to
treatment and for the Sokal score classification. For the
CML-related death, the CHR achievement has a strong
protective effect: The predicted probabilities of failure due
to CML after ten years (120 months) are P = 0.15 and
P = 0.38 for the "CHR yes" and the "CHR no" groups,
respectively. On the other hand, there seems to be no re-
lationship between the CHR outcome and failure due to
other causes than CML, which is to be expected. For both
CHR groups, the predicted probability of death from other
causes after ten years from the diagnosis is relatively low
(P = 0.15). The CHR achievement after the Interferon
treatment thus may be used as a reliable predictor of lower
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Figure 3: Predicted cumulative incidence functions for CML-related death (left) and death from other causes (right), for
patients with and without complete haematological response to treatment, based on the proportional hazards model for the
cause-specific hazards.

Figure 4: Predicted cumulative incidence functions for CML-related death (left) and death from other causes (right), for the
Sokal score classification, based on the proportional hazards model for the cause-specific hazards.

risk of death due to CML. The effect of the Sokal score
classification is ambiguous. While the score should iden-
tify high- and low-risk CML patients, it seems to be pre-
dictive only for the failure due to other causes than CML.
The predicted probabilities of death from other causes af-
ter ten years are P = 0.35 and P = 0.07 for the Sokal
score 3 group and the Sokal score 1 group, respectively.
The predicted probabilities of death from CML after ten
years are much closer one to another for all the groups –
P = 0.28 for Sokal score 3 and P = 0.18 for Sokal score
1. For a better insight in the connection of Sokal classifi-
cation to the different causes of death, contingency table
with counts of patients is included (see Table 5). Other
predicted cumulative incidence curves are not presented
here, as they can easily be obtained from the results of
the Cox regression (see Table 3).

To compare the results of the regression on the cause-
specific hazards (shown in Table 3) and the regression on

the cumulative incidence functions, the Fine and Gray
model has been fitted to the data. The results of the Fine
and Gray regression are reported in Table 6.

Both the regression models produce similar results for
the CML data, thus the main difference between the two
models is the interpretation of the results. Cause-specific
hazards obtained from the Cox regression model may be
translated into cumulative incidence curves, but the pro-
portionality is lost by this process and the covariate effects
on the cumulative incidence curves can no longer be ex-
pressed by a simple number [4]. Therefore, to determine
the effect of a covariate on the cumulative incidence of an
event of interest, the Fine and Gray approach using the
proportionality of the subdistribution hazards is a better
choice.

Table 7 reports the results of the Gray test of the cu-
mulative incidence functions compared with the results
of the log-rank test of the Kaplan-Meier estimates of the
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Table 6: Relative risk estimation for the CML-related death and death from other causes with single covariates, based on the
Fine and Gray regression model of the cumulative incidence functions.

CML other
exp(β̂CML) p−value exp(β̂other) p−value

Sex (male) 1.42 0.41 0.51 0.17
Age (≥ 45) 1.32 0.55 1.39 0.52
Leu (≥ 50) 2.36 0.12 2.14 0.23
Hgb (≥ 110) 0.46 0.06 0.49 0.16
Sokal score 1.31 0.32 2.58 0.004
CHR (yes) 0.35 0.01 1.02 0.98

survival functions. The tests are computed for all the
stratification groups used in the regression models.

The Gray test results are shown for both the compet-
ing events, the CML-related death and the death from
other causes. For the log-rank test, two schemes of cen-
soring are used: (1) the two types of death are considered
separately, i.e. when focusing on the CML-related death,
patients experiencing death from other causes are cen-
sored as well as patients experiencing no event (and vice
versa when focusing on the death from other causes), (2)
only event is considered – death from any cause, the dif-
ferences in types of death are ignored, and censored are
only those patients who have not died by January 2010.
The censoring scheme (2) completely ignores not only the
competing risks methods, but also the possibility of dif-
ferent causes of events.

Table 7: P-values resulting from the Gray test of the cumula-
tive incidence functions (for competing risks) and the log-rank
test of the Kaplan-Meier estimates of the survival functions
(no competing risks). *Any = Death from any cause (censor-
ing scheme (2)).

Gray test Log-rank test
CML other CML other any*

Sex 0.42 0.17 0.46 0.07 0.59
Age 0.53 0.52 0.76 0.33 0.40
Leu 0.11 0.22 0.16 0.14 0.04
Hgb 0.06 0.14 0.08 0.11 0.02
Sokal score 0.59 0.02 0.66 0.008 0.03
CHR 0.01 0.93 0.01 0.60 0.02

Unfortunately, this approach might be quite often in
clinical studies where the information about the cause the
patients’ death are not available. While the results of the
Gray test and the log-rank test of the scheme (1) censor-
ing are similar, the results for the scheme (2) differ sub-
stantially. The scheme (2) finds statistically significant
differences in overall survival between groups of patients
stratified by Leu, Hgb, Sokal score and CHR.

However, these results are misleading, as the differ-
ences between the groups are limited to the "overall

death" only and ignore the influence of the different causes
of events. The results in Table 7 show the importance of
careful censoring and the need of using proper methods of
analyses.

5 Conclusion

The competing risks model and statistical methods for
nonparametric analysis are recalled in this paper. The
bias in the standard Kaplan-Meier estimator and the need
for specific methods for inference on competing risks data
is explained. The data set of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
(CML) patients from the Clinic of Haemato-oncology of
the University Hospital in Olomouc is analyzed. The over-
all survival probability and risk factors of two types of fail-
ure (death due to CML and death from other causes) are
assessed. The interesting role of sex and the Sokal score
classification on the overall survival of the CML patients
is discussed. Predicted probabilities of the two types of
failure with stratification based on the chosen risk factors
are shown. Results of the specific methods designed for
the competing risks analysis are compared with the results
of the standard survival analysis methods. The effect of
the Sokal score classification is found ambiguous. While
the score should identify high- and low-risk CML patients,
it seems to be predictive only for the failure due to other
causes than CML. The use of the Sokal score should be
considered more thoroughly.
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Abstract

Background: The research goal of the Dental segment
of the Centre of Biomedical Informatics is focused on the
electronic health record (EHR) development for dentistry.
Objectives: At the beginning there has been constructed
an electronic dental cross "DentCross", which was repre-
senting patients dental data in the graphical form. It has
been completed with the system of the automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and voice synthesis module (TTS).
Methods: The main goal of this work was to reach the
high entirety of the system and its automatization. For
this reason it has been completed with the special record
medium for the temporomandibular disorders (TMD).
Results: Concerning the experience with the old version
the knowledge database (KB) for TMD has been struc-
tured differently. A classification diagnostic schema by the
American Academy of Orofacial Pain (AAOP) has been
used. The KB has been created in the MUDR KB Editor
application. On this basis a relational database has been
constructed and a user interface for data collection based
on MUDR and MUDRLite EHR systems was developed.
Conclusions: The main advantage of this system is deter-
mination of probable diagnosis of the disease (AAOP) by
the system ("custom" component). It is based on the

MUDr. Radek Hippmann

characteristic data, which have been recorded in the elec-
tronic form after the investigation. For the creation of the
component of its alone MS Visual Studio.NET 2003 de-
velopment tool has been used. The whole component is
programmed in C] language.

Keywords

Temporomandibular joint, temporomandibular joint disor-
ders, DentCross, electronic health record, AAOP classifi-
cation
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the level and general development of medi-
cal care for patients brings not only much higher demands
on knowledge and skills of providers (medical personnel,
especially doctors), but also on appropriate systems for
storing and handling the increasing amount of data. The

main task of these systems for electronic health record
(EHR) is another quality of care. Earlier data recording
in the classical paper form is no longer for its complex-
ity and quantity of data so convenient and development
of IT technologies enable us to leave this type of data
storage. Today’s EHR systems thus serve not only for
easier data manipulation, faster communication and even
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greater data protection against abuse, but also allow more
comprehensive, more effective and safer medical care.

All these parameters and needs apply in different areas
of medicine. Dentistry is no exception and there is an ef-
fort to develop an EHR for this area, with all the specifics
that it brings. It is about a graphic design application
for dentistry, and shot the whole issue of orofacial system,
including contingent multifactorial diseases such as tem-
poromandibular joint disorders in particular (TMD). Elec-
tronic health records just for temporomandibular joint dis-
ease are not yet available and its development is due to
the complexity of the problem very complicated.

The temporomandibular joint (TMJ) itself is among
the most complex joints throughout the body. It is the
compound joint and is closely linked to the chewing mus-
cles and periodontal complex. The American Academy of
Orofacial Pain, defined in 2008 the stomatognathic system
as a "functional and anatomical relationship between the
teeth, jaws, muscles of mastication and TMJ" [1]. Due to
the complexity of the system of conditional multifactorial
pathology, and many system functions (speech, mastica-
tion) [2] is the correct diagnosis, screening and choosing
right therapeutic regimen a very demanding process that
requires especially good access and organization of all in-
formation.

There are several internationally recognized classifica-
tions, but few of them are used extensively and are also us-
able internationally. Probably the most used is the AAOP
(American Academy of Orofacial Pain) classification [1],
which is used more for clinical use and classification of
the RDC / TMD (Research Diagnostic Criteria for Tem-
poromandibular Disorders) [3], which is more suitable for
scientific purposes.

The actual study and treatment of TMD are very im-
portant and desirable because it is a relatively neglected
area. TMD being deemed to be the most frequent cause of
pain in the orofacial area of non-dental origin [4]. Among
the most common clinical signs of TMD belong muscle or
joint pain, joint sound phenomena, limited mouth opening
or deviation of jaw when opening mouth [5]. Furthermore,
it can be associated with symptoms as headache or ear-
ache, neuralgia, vertigo, and toothache.

EHR development in the field of dentistry and TMD
are engaged in a long time and the experience with its use
and modern trends, so we decided to update and rearrange
the electronic form of TMD. The aim is to achieve better
control and transparency for the end user, the complexity
of the knowledge base for the TMD in the final stage of
preparation and applications for automatic diagnosis from
the specified anamnestic data.

2 Methods

2.1 MUDR EHR, MUDRLite, DentCross

For purposes of our research the MUDR KB Editor
modeling tool, which has been developed in the EuroMISE

Centre, has been used to create a model for MUDR EHR.
In this application the knowledge base for the field of den-
tistry [6, 7] has been already constructed and now the
new version of TMJ knowledge base was added. MUDR
EHR is a predecessor of the MUDRLite application, which
is serving rather for the smaller environment needs (e.g.
dental outpatient department).

Based on this two applications the DentCross system
has been developed (for easier applicability by the final
user and better graphical image), which represents user
interface and TMD form. This form has been transformed
after clinical experiences and completed with the system
for automatic diagnosis selection. Voice control by the
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) system and module
for the voice synthesis Text-to-speech (TTS) are also in-
cluded (same as the older version of DentCross) [7].

2.2 Classification TMD (AAOP,
RDC/TMD)

As mentioned above, the best scheme for the TMD
classification seems to be from our point of view the classi-
fication performed by the American Academy of Orofacial
Pain [1], which is suitable for the clinical use and is con-
cerned with the whole problematic of temporomandibular
joint (TMJ) and surrounding diseases.

It is more extensive than RDC/TMD [3, 7], which is
dealing more with the temporomandibular joint and is
omitting many facts. Both of them have been involved in
the knowledge database for TMJ, but for the user inter-
face just the AAOP classification has been used.

AAOP

1. TMJ

(a) Congenital diseases:
I. Aplasia – connected with hemifacial

mikrosomia, face asymmetry, congenital,
insufficient growth of the one side condy-
lus, movement to the affected side, re-
stricted mouth opening.

II. Hypoplasia – growth limitation, other
bones could be affected, less serious than
I., restricted mouth opening, asymmetry
during mouth opening.

III. Hyperplasia – excessive skull growth,
face asymmetry, asymmetry during mouth
opening.

IV. Dysplasia – childhood and adolescence,
slowly excessive growth and fibrotic tissue
changes, face asymmetry and mouth open-
ing.

V. Tumors – complex affection, medical imag-
ining with pathological findings, pain, re-
stricted mouth opening e.g.
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Figure 1: Knowledge base for TMD.

(b) Joint disc diseases:
I. Dislocation with reduction – joint sounds

during jaw opening and closing, asymmet-
ric opening (S-shape deviation towards af-
fected side), restricted mouth opening.

II. Dislocation without reduction – restricted
and asymmetric mouth opening (move-
ment towards affected side), without joint
sounds.

(c) Dislocation TMJ (luxation) – acute state, pain,
patient is not able to close his mouth.

(d) Inflammatory diseases – arthritis (capsulitis,
synovitis, polyarthritis included) – restricted
mouth opening, pain, joint sounds, painful pal-
pation in the TMJ region.

(e) Non-inflammtory diseases – arthosis – pri-
mary (etiology not known) and secondary
(consequence of the trauma or systemic dis-
ease). Chronic affection. Restricted mouth
opening, without pain, rigidity feeling, sound
phenomena (crepitation, creaking), asymmet-
ric opening (movement towards affected side).

(f) Ankylosis – restricted to impossible mouth
opening, protrusion and lateropulsion limita-
tion, face asymmetry, chronic disease.

(g) TMJ fracture – trauma in anamnesis, pain
(spontaneous as well as during palpation), po-
sitive X-ray findings, possible restricted mouth
opening, disrupted articulation, asymmetric
opening, acute origin.

2. Masticatory muscles affections:

(a) Local myalgia (muscle pains) – painful TMJ
movement and muscle palpation, could be con-
nected with stress, disrupted articulation and
muscle injury.

(b) Myofascial dysfunctional syndrome – rest
pains, trigger points present, could be con-
nected with vertigo, steaming, parafunctions,
stress etc.

(c) Central provoked myalgia – chronic, long last-
ing muscle pain similar to myositis, but without
inflammatory sings. Could be combined with
neurological inflammation symptoms. Impor-
tant is presence of the persistent pain.

(d) Myospasmus (muscle contraction) – acute in-
voluntary tonic muscle contraction, restricted
mouth opening, without severe pain.

(e) Myositis (muscle inflammation) – rest and
movement muscle pain, red skin in region,
swelling possible.

(f) Myofibrotic contraction – chronic, pain not
present. Caused by fibrotic degeneration of
tendons, ligaments and rarely of muscle fibers.
Manifested as muscle shortening.

(g) Muscle tumors – benign and malignant charac-
ter, wide scale of symptoms, positive histolog-
ical findings and medical imagining.
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Figure 2: Relational data model for TMD.

2.3 Description of the Module for
Diagnosis Assessment Support

The new version of the MUDRLite TMD form was
simplified and in comparison to the former version the
form was altered to match the examination process of the
patient performed by the physician. Another major im-
provement of the TMD form is a custom component, de-
fined by the MUDRLite system to enable the extension
of the forms functionality in the sophisticated manner.
In our case the form was enabled to propose a diagnosis
based on data collected during the patient examination.

The new component, designed to support decisions of
the physician in the form of diagnosis proposals, is based
on the AAOP classification. For each diagnosis contained
in this classification a logical formula was created, forming
a set of implications. The assumptions of each implication
are formed from parameters collected via the TMD form.
If the conditions of a given implication are met then the

relevant diagnosis is added to the proposed diagnoses list
and presented to the physician.

The MS Visual Studio .NET 2003 was used to de-
velop the decision support component and the program-
ming language used for this was C]. The component is
connected to the MUDRLite system in the form of dll
library.

3 Results

3.1 Knowledge Database for TMD

The whole knowledge base, which was created in the
MUDR KB Editor application [6], has been completed
and sorted according to the new findings and complies to
a different logical system. It is now more oriented on the
logical order during patient investigation (Fig. 1).
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Figure 3: User interface window for TMD record in MUDRLite EHR.

3.2 Data Model

Before data conversion from the TMD knowledge
database to the user application it was necessary to choose
important modalities, which are essential for patient in-
vestigation. They have been transformed into a relational
database model by using MUDRLite EHR (Fig. 2). This
model represents relations among modalities and thanks
to base on this database it is possible to create a form,
which is integrated with the DentCross application.

3.3 Application with Automatic Diagnosis
Statement for TMD

The form window for anamnestic and investigation
data record is (as it was in the old version) a part of the
DentCross application and could be opened from the main
window. Better information structuring has been made
with the respect to logical attitude by investigation and
also restriction on important data has been made. Sub-
sequently, separate windows have been added for imaging
with description (e.g. RTG) and electronic face bow data
(Fig. 3). As already mentioned, the diagnosis assessment
is based on the modified AAOP classification and is ex-
ecuted by an automatic component, which is fixing this
probable diagnosis in compliance with the patient investi-
gation. This simplifies the therapy process for the physi-
cian, because of a very wide variety of TMD states and
diagnoses.

Following therapy modalities are different. They are
directly connected with the stated diagnosis and seri-
ousness of presented symptoms. They could be con-
servative (soft diet, splint, non-steroid antiflogistics, dry
heat, isometric exercise etc.), miniinvasive (arthrocentesis,
arthroscopy), surgical (operation with joint discus reposi-
tion, joint substitution) or combined.

4 Discussion

The entire EHR application for dentistry, the
DentCross, seeks to provide a comprehensive recording
options for the whole stomatognatic system. The com-
prehensive record is further complemented by the infor-
mation that a voice control (ASR) further adds and back-
ward interpretation of the record (TTS) by a computer.
This allows quick control and contactless applications and
data recording [6, 7].

Further expansion is aimed at trying to automate the
process of diagnosis and thus a therapeutic plan. Our sys-
tem is now complemented by the automatic speech recog-
nition and clinically tested at a specialist department for
TMD in the Faculty Hospital in Motol.

It should enable the less experienced dentists to per-
form quality evaluation of the patient with a record of all
important data, not only anamnestic data. Then, based
on these data, the diagnosis is established and is followed
either by a treatment or by referral sent to a specialized
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department for a too complicated condition of the case,
which should be followed by a comprehensive therapy.

This objective has many pitfalls and should be fur-
ther complemented and tested in particular. It should be
noted that all the time at least basic knowledge of this
issue by the dentist will be needed. The role of human
factor in final decision making and control of automated
applications will still be significant.
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Objectives: We dealt with the traditional measures of di-
versity and their sample estimates. We also studied a way
to compare sensitivity to changes of different measures of
diversity.
Methods: We proposed a new estimator of measures of
diversity. We compared our estimator with three estab-
lished estimators in a simulation study. We introduced a
function called sensitivity to changes of a measure of di-
versity H and we described its basic characteristics.
Results: The proposed estimator compares favorably
to other well established estimators. The sensitivity to
changes has a clear interpretation and is easy to compute.
Conclusions: The sensitivity of measure of diversity to
changes could be used to compare behavior of different
measures of diversity and to select one or few that are the
most suitable for a given problem.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we dealt with functions that aim to cap-
ture the diversity of a given population. The diversity
may relate e.g. to the genetic diversity - diversity of alle-
les of a chosen gene, to the species diversity in a chosen
location, but also to a language or economic diversity. We
were namely interested in the situation when the amount
of diversity of the population depends solely on the pro-
babilities pi that an individual randomly sampled from
the population contains the i-th out of r possible different
mutually exclusive features. When these functions satisfy
some additional requirements (described in the next para-
graph) that are natural for a function that captures the
diversity of a population, they are called the traditional
measures of diversity.

More formally, traditional measure of diversity is
a real functions H defined on the domain ∆r =
{p = (p1, . . . , pr) :

∑r
i=1 pi = 1, pi ≥ 0 ∀ i} that is

• nonnegative,

• symmetric with respect to permutations,

• minimal when one pi = 1 (only one feature appears
in the population)

• maximal when all pi ≡ 1/r (features are uniformly
distributed),

• when one greater pi increases at the expense of one
smaller pj , the value of H(p) should not rise.

It may be useful to note that if a function H : ∆r → R+

is Schur-concave and nonnegative, it satisfies all five re-
quirements (see [3]).
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There are several frequently used traditional measures
of diversity. We present some of them in the next sec-
tion. Most of them are included or closely related to the
f -entropies - a family of generalized entropies - proposed
by Zvárová [1]. This family of entropies, their character-
istics and how they can be used as measures of diversity
is further studied i.e. in Zvárová, Vajda [2] and Horáček
[3].

2 Traditional Measures of
Diversity and Their Estimates

In this section, we introduce some of the most com-
mon traditional diversity measures like Simpson’s index,
Shannon’s entropy, Renyi’s entropy of order α, Hill’s index
and others. We introduce the topic of sample estimates
of traditional measures of diversity and we develop a new
type of estimator. Parts of sections 2 and 3 were pub-
lished in the proceedings of the 7th Summer School on
Computational Biology [4].

2.1 Examples of Traditional Measures of
Diversity

The most often mentioned and used diversity measures
include the number of features (e.g. alleles or species)

H0(p) =

r∑
i=1

I(0,1](pi)− 1

(where I denotes the identity function), the Simpson’s in-
dex

H2(p) = 1−
r∑
i=1

p2i

and the Shannon’s entropy

H1(p) = −
r∑
i=1

pi ln pi.

These three indices are generalized by the family of power
entropies

Hα(p) = (α− 1)−1

(
1−

r∑
i=1

pαi

)
, when α > 0, α 6= 1,

defined as limits when α = 0 (identical to number of fea-
tures) and α = 1 (Shannon’s entropy). When α = 2, we
get the Simpson’s index.

Another frequently mentioned and used indices include
the γ-entropic function

HA,γ(p) = (1− γ)−1

[
1−

(
r∑
i=1

p
1/γ
i

)γ]
, if γ > 0, γ 6= 1,

Hill’s index

HH,α(p) =

(
r∑
i=1

pαi

) 1
1−α

, when α > 0, α 6= 1

and Rényi’s entropy of order α

HR,α(p) = (1− α)−1 ln

(
r∑
i=1

pαi

)
, when α > 0, α 6= 1.

The introduced generalized parametric indices are handy
in several ways. Namely they could be used to improve
properties of some procedures based on the common Shan-
non’s entropy. When the Shannon’s entropy is replaced by
a suitable parametric index, its variable parameter could
be used to fine-tune the procedures. This is done e.g. in
Andrade and Wang [5].

2.2 Sample Estimates of Traditional
Measures of Diversity

Let p = {p1, . . . , pr} ∈ ∆r be a vector of unknown
probabilities pi that an individual randomly chosen from
a population has a feature of type Ai out of r possible
features. In this situation, the estimate of measure of
diversity H(p) is usually done on the basis of relative fre-
quencies p̂n = (X1/n, . . . ,Xr/n) = (p̂i, . . . , p̂r) of features
observed in a sample of n individuals selected from the
population randomly with replacement. In that case, the
distribution of the vector X = (X1, . . . , Xr) is multino-
mial M(n, p). Several estimators that use the observed re-
lative frequencies were suggested in the past. Their qual-
ities, namely their bias and variance, respectively their
mean squared error, may vary depending on the chosen
diversity index and on the population in which they are
used.

The most commonly used estimator, often called the
“plug-in” estimator, consists in simply replacing the un-
known probabilities pi with the observed relative frequen-
cies p̂i. However, despite p̂i is an unbiased estimate of pi,
the plug-in estimator is generally biased.

Sometimes, the bias could be easily corrected. For
example, the mean value of the plug-in estimate of Simp-
son’s index is

EH2(p̂n) = 1− n−2
r∑
i=1

EX2
i

= 1− n−2
r∑
i=1

[
varXi + (EXi)

2
]

= 1− n−2
r∑
i=1

[
npi(1− pi) + n2p2i

]
=

(
1− n−1

)
H2(p).

Thus, the unbiased estimate of Simpson’s index is
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Figure 1: The sample mean and sample variance - estimates of power entropy H3/2.

given by
Ĥ2(p̂n) = n(n− 1)−1H2(p̂n).

However, it is often difficult or impossible to find a good
correction of the plug-in estimate for other diversity mea-
sures. For example, it can be shown that Shannon’s index
does not have an unbiased estimate (Blyth [6]). Hence, se-
veral authors dealt with this problem and suggested more
sophisticated estimators. We present an estimator pro-
posed by Bonachela et al. [7] that is called the balanced
estimator. We suggested a modification of this estimator
that takes into account the likely distribution of values of
pi in the interval [0, 1].

Let us assume that the diversity measure is in the form

H(p) = F

(
r∑
i=1

h(pi)

)
,

where F and h are an arbitrary real continuous functions.
This form includes all previously mentioned indices save
the number of features.

Bonachela et al. proposed their estimator in the form

Ĥ(X) = F

(
r∑
i=1

ζ(Xi)

)
,

where the function ζ is chosen to minimize

Φ2
ζ(pi) = [E(ζ(Xi)− h(pi))]

2 + var(ζ(Xi))

possibly weighed by a function w(pi) when we have some
prior knowledge about the distribution of values pi ∈ [0, 1].
This way, if we disregard the possible influence of the func-
tion F and the correlations, we are able to simultaneously
reduce the variance and the square of bias of the estimate.

The weighted average error is then given by

Φ̄2
ζ(pi) =

∫ 1

0
Φ2
ζ(pi)w(pi)dpi. (1)

The necessary condition for minimality of the error is a
zero value of the derivatives

δ

δζ(k)
Φ̄2
ζ(pi) = 0, k ∈ {0, . . . , n} .

Therefore, we chose such ζ that

δ

δζ(k)

∫ 1

0

[
h2(pi)− 2h(pi)

n∑
j=0

P (Xi = j)ζ(j) +

+
n∑
j=0

P (Xi = j)ζ2(j)
]
w(pi)dpi = 0

which can be simplified to∫ 1

0

[
ζ(k)P (Xi = k)− h(pi)P (Xi = k)

]
w(pi)dpi = 0.

Since
P (Xi = k) =

(
n

k

)
pki (1− pi)n−k,

we got

ζ(k) =

∫ 1

0
h(pi)w(pi)(nk)p

k
i (1−pi)

n−kdpi∫ 1

0
w(pi)(nk)pki (1−pi)n−kdpi

. (2)

Bonachela et al. [7] derived the form of balanced esti-
mator for Shannon’s and power entropies with the weight
function equal to 1 on the whole interval [0, 1] of possible
values of pi.

However, if we have zero prior knowledge about the
values of the components of vector p, it is natural not to
prefer any point from ∆r. Vector p can be thus viewed
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as a realization of a random vector Y = (Y1, . . . , Yr) that
has a uniform distribution on ∆r. The weight function
could then be chosen proportional to the expected value
of the components pi, i.e. as a marginal density of random
variable Yi.

This marginal density is proportional to

f(y1) ∝
∫ 1−y1

0

. . .

∫ 1−y1−...−yr−2

0

dyr−1 . . . dy2

=
(1− y1)r−2

(r − 2)!
,

which is (outside a multiplicative constant) a density of
Beta distribution B(1, r − 1).

We found the ζ function that minimizes vaha with
w(pi) chosen as (1−pi)r−2 and we derived the correspond-
ing estimator. We called this estimator a β-estimator.
We describe the derivation of the β-estimator for Shan-
non’s entropy, i.e. when h(pi) = −pi ln pi and F (x) = x.
The symbols Γ, B and Ψ denote the Gamma, Beta and
Digamma functions, respectively.

First, we replaced h(pi) and w(pi) with the appropri-
ate forms and calculated the integral in the denominator
of equation zeta1

ζ(Xi) =

∫ 1

0
h(pi)p

Xi
i (1− pi)n−Xi+r−2dpi

B(Xi + 1, n−Xi + r − 1)
.

The partial derivative of the Beta function satisfies

δ

δx
B(x, y) = B(x, y)[Ψ(x)−Ψ(x+ y)],

and the numerator can be expressed as∫ 1

0

h(pi)p
Xi
i (1− pi)n−Xi+r−2dpi

= −
∫ 1

0

pi ln(pi)p
Xi
i (1− pi)n−Xi+r−2dpi

= − lim
α→0

∫ 1

0

pαi − 1

α
pXi+1
i (1− pi)n−Xi+r−2dpi

= lim
α→0

1

α
[B(Xi + 2, n−Xi + r − 1)−

−B(Xi + α+ 2, n−Xi + r − 1)]

= B(Xi + 2, n−Xi + r − 1)[Ψ(n+ r + 1)−
−Ψ(Xi + 2)].

Therefore, the ζ function follows

ζ(Xi) =
Xi + 1

n+ r
[Ψ(n+ r + 1)−Ψ(Xi + 2)]

=
Xi + 1

n+ r

n+r∑
k=Xi+2

1

k

and the β-estimator of Shannon’s entropy is

Ĥ1(X) =
r∑
i=1

Xi + 1

n+ r

n+r∑
k=Xi+2

1

k
.

The β-estimator for power entropies, whose satisfy F (x) =
x and h(pi) = (α − 1)−1 (pi − pαi ), could be derived in
a similar manner. With the weight function chosen as
w(pi) = (1 − pi)r−2, the β-estimator of power entropies
satisfies

Ĥα(X) = (α− 1)−1

[
1−

r∑
i=1

B(n+ r, α)

B(Xi + 1, α)

]
.

In Fig. 1 we can see a comparison of the β-estimator,
Bonachela’s original balanced estimator, the plug-in esti-
mator and the James-Stein shrinkage estimator [8] in a
population with 6 possible different features distributed
as p = (24/50, 11/50, 9/50, 3/50, 2/50, 1/50). The figures
show the sample mean and sample variance computed out
of 300 trials. The figures were done in R [9]. Another com-
parison of sample variance and absolute values of sample
bias is presented in Table 1. This time, we compared es-
timators of H1/2 and H5/2 when p1 = (13, 9, 2, 2, 1)/27,
p2 = (12, 8, 5, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/46 and sam-
ple size is n = 50.

Table 1: Absolute sample bias and sample variance of esti-
mates.

H1/2 H5/2

|bias| var |bias| var
plug-in 0.0843 0.0339 0.0094 0.0010

p1 balanced 0.0059 0.0143 0.0169 0.0008
beta 0.0052 0.0135 0.0009 0.0006
shrink 0.0354 0.0211 0.0056 0.0010
plug-in 0.7476 0.1486 0.0075 0.0002

p2 balanced 0.2867 0.0281 0.1673 0.0002
beta 0.1288 0.0218 0.0038 0.0001
shrink 0.0651 0.0817 0.0052 0.0002

3 Sensitivity to Changes

The indices used to measure diversity differ more or
less in their qualities. Their characteristic that is fre-
quently of interest is the rate of the change in value of
diversity measure connected to changes in frequencies of
a given feature. Several authors dealt with this problem,
namely Boyle et al. [10], who were interested mostly in the
empirical results, and Izsak [11], who tried to construct a
sensitivity measure on a theoretical background. On the
suggestion of I. Vajda, we propose a sensitivity measure
that is easier to compute and has a clearer interpretation,
compared to the Izsak’s sensitivity.

Define the sensitivity of diversity measure H to
changes in the j-th feature as

SH(p|j) = lim
ε→0

H(pj,ε)−H(p)

εH(p)
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where

pj,ε =
(p1, . . . , pj−1, pj + εpj , pj+1, . . . , pr)

1 + εpj
.

This way, the sensitivity of the measure H(p) to changes
in pj is defined as (a limit form of)

relative change of H

relative change of pj

and reflects the ratio between relative changes of H(p)
and pj when given pj alters by a small margin.

3.1 Sensitivity of Power Entropies

The derivation of the formula for sensitivity of power
entropies was done in Horáček [3]. If all pi > 0, the sensi-
tivity of power entropies satisfies

SHα(p|j) = α

r∑
i=1

pα−1i (pi − δij)

1−
r∑
i=1

pαi

,

if α 6= 1 and

SH1(p|j) =

r∑
i=1

(pi − δij) ln pi

r∑
i=1

pi ln pi

.

A comparison of the sensitivity in a population with p =
(24/50, 11/50, 9/50, 3/50, 2/50, 1/50) is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Comparison of the sensitivity to changes - power
entropies.

We can see that with decreasing α, the power entropies
are more sensitive to the fluctuations in the features that
are rare in the population. If we look for example at the
sensitivity of Shannon’s entropy, say a 10 % increase in
p5 = 1/25 would result in about 10 % increase in H1(p),
while a 10 % increase in p1 = 24/50 would result in about
3 % decrease of H(p) and a small change in p2 = 11/50
wouldn’t likely change the H(p) much at all.
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Abstract

Objectives: To evaluate and compare the performance
of various quality control methods for nuchal translucency
(NT) measurements.
Methods: Fetal NT measurements performed over a one-
year period in a single center were used for the study. The
retrospective quality review methods proposed by the Fe-
tal Medicine Foundation (FMF) and the Woman & In-
fants Hospital of Rhode Island (WIHRI) were assessed in
the whole dataset and in sonographer-specific distributions.
Further prospective statistic process control (SPC) me-
thods were applied (Shewhart x and s charts, exponen-
tially weighted moving average (EWMA) and cumulative
sum (CUSUM) charts).
Results: Three thousand five hundred and seventy eight
NT measurements obtained by seven sonographers were
eligible for designed analysis. In the assessment of the
sonographer-specific NT distributions three of them did
not meet due to the underestimation the FMF and one
the WIHRI criteria. Using SPC methods, three sonog-
raphers presented unsatisfactory performance with under-
estimation, three sonographers overall satisfactory perfor-
mance with transient periods of over- and underestimation
and one sonographer showed perfect performance.

MUDr. Martin Hynek

Conclusions: Assessed SPC methods showed close agree-
ment with the retrospective ones, but with the advantage
that they can be applied prospectively allowing the prompt
action in case of malperformace. The EWMA and CUSUM
methods were regarded as the most suitable.
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1 Introduction

Nuchal translucency (NT) is the sonographic appear-
ance of a collection of fluid under the skin behind the
fetal neck and can be identified and measured in the first
trimester of pregnancy [1, 2]. It has been shown to be the
single most effective marker of trisomy 21 and all other

major chromosomal abnormalities [3, 4]. NT thickness in-
creases with gestational age (GA) and GA is determined
by means of crown-rump length (CRL) measurements.
In screening for chromosomal aneuploidies patient-specific
risk is derived by multiplying the a priori maternal age
and gestational-related risk by a likelihood ratio, deter-
mined from the deviation of the fetal NT measurement
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from the normal median for given CRL. One of the usual
approach to quantifying the NT deviation from the normal
median, similar to the approach used for laboratory val-
ues, is to divide NT measurement by the normal median to
produce a multiple of median (MoM) value [5, 6]. In MoM
method it is assumed that the distributions of the log10

transformed MoM values in trisomy 21 and unaffected
pregnancies are Gaussian and the ratio of the heights of
the distributions at a particular MoM, which is the likeli-
hood ratio for trisomy 21, is used to modify the a priori
maternal age-related risk to produce a patient-specific risk
[5, 7]. Using NT, the detection rate for trisomy 21 for a
fixed false-positive rate of 3% in screening by a combina-
tion of maternal age and fetal NT reaches about 70%, and
in screening by maternal age, fetal NT and biochemical
markers free β-human chorionic gonadotropin (fβ-hCG)
and pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A (PAPP-A) is
increased to about 85% [4, 8].

However, NT measurements are displaying the higher
variability than biochemical markers due to the lack of au-
tomatisation and significant dependance on the operator
[9]. Moreover, it has been reported that even minor devia-
tions in NT measurements cause changes in screening effi-
cacy [10]. Thus, to minimize variability and maintain the
satisfactory screening performance, it is of a high impor-
tance to have clear international guidelines and ongoing
quality review programmes established [2, 11].

International technical guidelines specifying the stan-
dardized measurement conditions are provided by the Fe-
tal Medicine Foundation (FMF) which have also set up a
training programme with a process of accreditation and
ongoing quality control [2]. Basically, quality assurance
can be qualitative and quantitative [11, 12, 13]. The for-
mer one includes image-scoring system, when individual
images are reviewed by an expert, and will not be part
of this study. The latter involves the comparison of NT
measurements to reference values or their distribution as-
sessment.

The first NT quality review was established by the
FMF and was based on annual determination of the pro-
portions above and below certain centiles [2]. In 2008,
Palomaki et al. [14] from the Women & Infants Hospital
of Rhode Island (WIHRI) proposed to use for the qual-
ity review the same three epidemiological parameters that
have been proven useful in monitoring biochemical mark-
ers, ie. median NT MoM, logarithmic standard deviation
of NT MoM (SD log10 (NT MoM)) and percent increase
in NT thickness per gestational week.

To look to the issue of quality control more globally,
there is a wide range of methods for statistical process
control (SPC), originally developed in industry to moni-
tor the quality of manufactured products. Dated back to
the year 1926, Walter Shewhart, commissioned by Bell La-
boratories to improve the quality of telephones manufac-
tured, developed a simple graphical method [15, 16] - the
first of subsequently growing range of SPC charts. Since
then, these methods have proven very useful and bene-
ficial in industry [15]. Typical Shewhart control chart is

the chart with center line (CL) representing the average or
target value of the quality characteristic and two control
lines, upper control limit (UPL) and lower control limit
(LCL), representing the interval within which the quality
characteric value should fall with a great probability if the
process is ’in control’. In case the values fall outside the
control limits, the process is regarded as ’out of control’
leading to subsequent investigation of possible causes and
corrective actions. The quality characteristic measured
by a sample statistic is typically the average x (x chart),
standard deviation s (s chart), range R (R chart) and
others [15, 16]. However, these charts are relatively in-
sensitive to small shifts in the process approximately on
the order of about 1.5σ or less [15]. In this case suit-
able alternatives represent special types of control charts,
such as the cumulative sum control chart (CUSUM) and
exponentially weighted moving average chart (EWMA),
which are able to detect even small shifts quickly due to
the fact that they do not use only information in the last
plotted point as Shewhart charts but all the ’historical’
information contained in all previous ones.

In the 1970s the first implementation of SPC methods
for analysing medical data was reported [17]. Their power
to detect the suboptimal clinical performance has been
confirmed in various settings - interventional procedures,
general, cardiovascular and thoracic surgery, anaesthesia
or ortopedics, namely monitoring the success and compli-
cation rate of the procedures, mortality as well as infec-
tion rates [18, 19, 20]. The SPC methods have the main
advantage of being prospective and therefore allow the
early detection of deviation from target performace, with
prompt feedback and correction. The most commonly
SPC method used in medicine is CUSUM [17]. And it
was this very method which was first proposed by Biau
et al. [17] for the NT quality review, using deviations in
millimeters from the expected NT median. Subsequently,
Sabria et al. [9] designed a CUSUM models applying NT
deviations in MoMs.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of
previously applied methods in NT quality control (FMF,
WIHRI, CUSUM) with the extension to Sherhart and
EWMA charts, using a real dataset of NT measurements
from our center. As the screening policy in our center is
based on NT deviations in MoMs, all the assessment will
regard MoM-based approches only.

2 Patients and Methods

Patients

The fetal NT measurements performed during a one-
year period between July 2010 and June 2011 in the Cen-
ter for Fetal Medicine Gennet in Prague were used for
designed study. From our local database, for each NT
measurement we retrieved fetal CRL, date of ultrasound
scan and sonographer’s name. Only fetuses from single-
ton pregnancies, without known chromosomal or struc-
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tural anomalies and with a CRL between 45 and 84 mm
were included in the study. The analysis was restricted
to NT measurements between 0.1 and 4.0 mm. Since
our center follows the FMF guidelines, as a reference NT
median a formula decribed by Nicolaides et al. [21] was
used: log10 NT = −0.3599 + 0.0127CRL− 0.000058CRL2,
SD log10 (NT MoM) = 0.12. Each NT measurement was
converted into NT MoMs and log10 NT MoMs. Assump-
tion of normality of log10 NT MoMs was assessed using
normal probability plot. The statistical analysis was per-
formed using the statistical computing environment R (R
Development Core Team 2010) [22] and the additional R
packages qcc and iqcc for quality control charts [23, 24].

Ultrasound examination

The first-trimester ultrasound scans were performed at
GA of 10 weeks+6 days - 13 weeks+6 days by seven sonogra-
phers, labeled A to G, of which sonographers A-F are the
FMF accredited and undergoing the regular annual FMF
audits and the sonographer G has not been accredited
yet. The patients were alocated to the sonograprahers
randomly.

The ultrasound machines Voluson E8 with 4-8-MHz
3D/4D transabdominal probe and Vivid 7 with 7-MHz
transabdominal probe (both General Electric Medical
Systems, Kretztechnik GmbH & Co, Austria) were used
for all examinations. Fetal NT thickness was measured
according to the current FMF guidelines [2]:

• the fetal CRL between 45-84 mm,

• the magnification of the image such that fetal head
and thorax occupy the whole screen,

• the strict mid-sagittal view of the face, defined
by the presence of the echogenic tip of the nose
and rectangular shape of the palate anteriorly, the
translucent diencephalon in the centre and the
nuchal membrane posteriorly,

• the fetus in the neutral position,

• the widest part the translucency measured placing
callipers on the inner border of the line that defies
the NT.

Example of such an image is presented in Figure 1.

FMF and WIHRI methods

Two quality review methods based on NT measure-
ment distributions were applied to the whole dataset and
to each particular sonographer. The FMF method [2] in-
cludes the calculation of the proportion of NT measure-
ments above and below the expected median (expected
to be 50%, the acceptable range 40 − 60%), above the
expected 95th centile and below the expected 5th centile
(expected to be 5% with the acceptable range 4− 6%).

WIHRI method [14] examines the median NT MoM
(expected to be 1.0, acceptable range 0.90 − 1.10), the

SD log10 (NT MoM) (expected 0.08 − 0.14) and the rate
of increase of NT thickness with advancing gestational age
(expected to be 20% per week, acceptable range 15−35%).

Statistical process control methods

Subsequently, selected SPC methods were applied to
our dataset. This was done for each particular sonogra-
pher because the interpretation of the whole dataset would
be difficult.

The quality characteric of interest is log10 NT MoMs
which is assumed to be normally distributed. For design-
ing of control charts we need to known the target process
mean µ and standard deviation σ corresponding to the ’in
control’ process and on the basis of which CL, UCL and
LCL are constructed. [15]

Figure 1: Nuchal translucency measurements according to the
Fetal Medicine Foundation protocol. NT, nuchal translucency,
Sk, skin, NaT, nasal tip, NB, nasal bone, D, diencephalon.

For this, our target mean is µ = 0. The acceptable
range outside which the process is considered to be ’out
of control’ was set to 0.90 − 1.10 NT MoM, the same
range used by Palomaki et al. [14] in WIHRI study and
by Sabria et al. [9] and based on the extensive know-
ledge of the impact of inaccuracy on Down syndrome
risk estimates using serum markers [25]. The NT MoM
interval corresponds to the interval log10 NT MoM ⊂
(−0.0458; 0.0414). However, having two different values
mean that we are considering differently a process mean
shift upward and downward and this is not consistent with
the basic principles of SPC [15]. As underestimation is by
far more common for NT measurements resulting in a drop
in the detection rate of screening test, we decided to set
up the acceptable log10 NT MoM interval symetrically to
±0.0458, corresponding to 0.90− 1.11 NT MoM, which is
entirely clinically acceptable.

The SD log10 (NT MoM) = 0.086, derived from our
whole dataset, was markedly lower compared to the 13-
year-old Nicolaides’s one (σ = 0.12) [21]. However, if we
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used the latter as a reference value, this would lead to con-
trol limits which are too loose and do not reflect the real
situation. Moreover, if we refer to the literature, we will
find that during the years the observed SD is gradually
declining: 0.12 in 1998 (dataset n = 95476) [21], 0.105 in
2007 (n = 23462) [14], 0.079 in 2008 (n = 38791) [7]. We
believe that the main reason for this fact is the rapid tech-
nical improvement of ultrasound equipment with higher
resolution and better pre- and postprocessing technologies
as well as better training and certification of sonographers
participating in regular audits. Therefore, we decided to
use as estimate of σ our SD log10 (NT MoM) = 0.086.

The performance of control charts is evaluated using
the average run length (ARL). ARL0 (average run length
under the null hypothesis) represents the number of proce-
dures before an extreme value caused by natural variabi-
lity of the ’in control’ process is interpreted as being ’out of
control’ (corresponds to Type I error). Contrary, ARL1
(average run length under the alternative hypothesis) is
the number of procedures which chart shows to be ’in
control’ despite the process being actually ’out of control’
(corresponds to Type II error) [15, 16]. Naturally, the
aim is to set control limits to minimize the ARL1 while
maximizing the ARL0.

Shewhart control chart To control the process mean
and variability we used the combination of Shewhart x
and s control charts. Subgroups of N samples are used
to calculate the sample mean x and standard deviation
s and are succesively plotted into the diagram together
with CL, UCL and LCL. In our case each sample consists
of all measurements since the last sample was taken. The
use of subgroup samples has the advantage that the vari-
ation of sample mean is by

√
N lower than the variation

in the population from which sample group comes from.
Considering x chart, the CL and control limits are placed
at [15, 16]

UCL = µ+ k
σ√
N

(1)

CL = µ (2)

LCL = µ− k σ√
N

(3)

where k is the distance of the control limits from the cen-
ter line, expressed in standard deviation units. Usually
k = 3 is selected for the probability of 0.9973 that ’in
control’ process will fall within these limits or k = 2
for the probalility of 0.9544. Considering our accept-
able interval being ±0.0458 and σ = 0.086, the min-
imal necesarry sample size N is from the formula 1:
0.0458 ≥ 0 + k(0.086/

√
N). Thus, for k = 3 is N = 32,

which considering the average number of ultrasound scans
would mean too long control interval. A more rational
choice is N = 15 for k = 2, being aware that the Type I
error is nearly 5%.

The limits for s chart are placed at [15]

UCL = c4σ + kσ
√

1− c24 (4)

CL = c4σ (5)

LCL = c4σ − kσ
√

1− c24 (6)

where c4 is the bias correction constant for the sample
standard deviation statistic defined as [16]

c4 =
Γ(N

2 )
√

2
N−1

Γ(N−1
2 )

(7)

where Γ(.) is the gamma function. For N = 15 is
c4 = 0.9823. Similarly we selected k = 2.

To enhace the sensitivity of control charts Shewhart
proposed a set of run rules to help to detect nonrandom
patterns. In our study we used his rule of seven consecu-
tive points plotted on one side of the center line, having
the probability of accidental occuring p = 0.57 = 0.0078
[15, 23].

Exponencially weighted moving average chart
Contrary to the Shewhart charts where the decision signal
obtained depends largely on the last point plotted, using
EWMA (sometimes also called ’moving geometric mean’)
charts the importance of various extent is given to all the
previous points. An ’exponencially weighted mean’ is cal-
culated each time a new result becomes avalaible [26]:

Zt = λxt + (1− λ)Zt−1 (8)

where λ is smoothing coefficient and 0 < λ ≤ 1, and the
starting value of EWMA at time t = 0 is Z0 = µ (the
process target). The usually λ = 0.2 [26] or λ = 0.25 [16]
are selected. λ = 1 corresponds to Shewhart control chart
and the lower the λ, the lower is the reaction of Zt to
local changes in monitored process and the better is the
tendency to emphasize systematic long-term changes [16].
Control limits are placed at [16]:

UCL = x+ k
σ√

λ/(2− λ)
(9)

LCL = x− k σ√
λ/(2− λ)

(10)

Due to the approximately normal distribution of Zt, the
choice of k is similar to the choice in Shewhart charts [16].
For EWMA we used ±3σ limit. Since variability of NT
measurements is significatly higher than is our ’in control’
interval, we set λ = 0.05 in order to maximally eliminate
local changes and to pick up systematic shift in the pro-
cess. Using simulated random series of data we verified
the eligibility of our settings.

Cumulative sum chart Similarly to EWMA, the
CUSUM charts utilize all the information contained in-
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side previous measurements. The CUSUM test computes,
at each time t, a score St defined by

St = max(0;St−1 +Wt) (11)

with S0 = 0 andWt the sample weight. Wt is a measure of
the deviation of the observation from the target. At each
t the CUSUM tests the null hypothesis that the process
is ’in control’ against the alternative one that the process
is ’out of control’; practically it happens, if St is equal
or greater than a decision limit h, the null hypothesis is
rejected and the process is regarded to be ’out of control’.
Until then the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and the
process is considered to be ’in control’ [17].

A modern CUSUM control charts use the cumulative
sum of standardized deviations from target mean µ. Con-
sider a standardized variable zt [16]:

zt =
xt − µ
σ

(12)

and two cumulative sums SH,t to detect positive shift and
SL,t to detect negative shift:

SH,t = max[0; (zt −K) + SH,t−1], (13)
SL,t = max[0; (−zt −K) + SL,t−1] (14)

where starting values SH,0 = SL,0 = 0. K is the reference
value defined as K = δ/2, where δ is the size of the shift
one wants to detect in multiples of σ. The usual choice of
K is 0.5− 2.0 (1− 4σ) [15, 16, 26].

Control limits are controlled by decision interval h.
Usual choice is h = 4 or h = 5 providing a CUSUM
that has good ARL properties against a shift of about 1σ.
However, for different δ Biau et al. [17] recommends that
h is best determined by simulation and compute different
ARL0 and ARL1 values by varying h to obtain acceptable
compromise between a very responsive test (short ARL1)
and too many false alarms (short ARL0).

For our setting δ = ∆/σ = 0.0458/0.086 = 0.533.
The decision interval h was determined using simulation.
Thirty series of 20000 random measurements from a nor-
mal distribution without any deviation from the expected
mean were generated to establish the ARL0 at different
h limits. A futher thirty series of 1000 random measure-
ments from normal distribution with the mean located at
±0.0458 were simulated to estimate the median ARL1.
The h was then selected to provide the best trade-off be-
tween early deviation detection and minimum number of
false alarms.

3 Results

In total, 3578 NT measurements were eligible for
designed analysis. The normal probability plot of
log10 NT MoMs did not violate our assumption of norma-
lity. Figure 2 shows the whole data of NT measurements
in mm plotted against CRL together with regressed me-

dians expected from the reference distribution and our
observed medians. The observed NT median is slightly
below the FMF median, suggesting the overall trend to-
wards underestimation in our dataset.

Figure 2: Nuchal translucency (NT) plotted against crown-
rump length. expected median and 5th and 95th cen-
tiles of the reference distribution; observed median of
our measured NT MoMs.

When FMF and WIHRI methods were applied to our
whole dataset (see Table 1), the FMF percentage under
the median showed underestimation only slightly below
the acceptable lower range. However, the proportion be-
low 5th and above 95th centile were markedly lower than
expected, suggesting significantly lower variability within
our dataset. All three WIHRI requirements were met.
SD log10 NT MoM from our dataset of 0.086 is indeed
markedly lower than σ of 0.12 in the FMF reference serie,
thus explaining the results of FMF review method.

Regarding the selection of suitable decision interval h,
the results of simulated random series of measurements are
summarized in the Table 2. Value of h = 10 was selected,
providing the estimated median number of measurements
needed for a false alarm about 1500, and the median num-
ber of measurements needed to detect minimum desired
deviation at 28.

The results obtained by the five quality review me-
thods - ie. the two retrospective (FMF and WIHRI)
and three SPC methods (Shewhart, EWMA and CUSUM
charts) - applied to the seven particular sonographers are
summarized in the Table 1. The three selected figures
with Shewhart, EWMA and CUSUM charts demostrate
three usual performance patterns: unsatisfactory perfor-
mace (sonographer A in Figure 3), overall good perfor-
mance with only temporal changes (sonographer C in Fig-
ure 4) and finally perfect performance (sonographer F in
Figure 5).

Looking more thoroughly to the results, the sonog-
rapher A fulfilled the three WIHRI criteria having the
median NT MoM at satisfactory 0.95 MoMs suggesting
only slight underestimation. However, having 69.8% of
measurements below median is slightly below lower FMF
acceptable limit. A markedly lower expected number of
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Table 1: Results of quality assessment methods of fetal nuchal translucency (NT) measurements.

Sonographer

Method Whole
dataset A B C D E F G Acceptable

range
Number of cases 3578 576 893 641 496 541 320 111
FMF
< median (%) 61.2 69.8 56.2 59.8 49.4 72.6 51.6 83.8 40-60
> 95th centile (%) 1.2 0.9 1.0 1.6 2.4 0.9 0.6 0.0 4-6
< 5th centile (%) 1.6 0.9 0.3 1.1 1.4 5.4 0.9 3.6 4-6

WIHRI
Median NT MoM 0.95 0.93 0.97 0.96 1.01 0.90 0.99 0.83 0.90-1.10
SD log10 NT MoM 0.086 0.077 0.081 0.084 0.094 0.086 0.087 0.075 0.08-0.13
Weekly increment (%) 19.9 18.4 15.2 26.5 19.0 28.4 21.3 5.6 15-35

Shewhart x chart
Points beyond upper limit (%) - 0 0 0 9.1 0 0 0
Upper points violating runs (%) - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Points beyond lower limit (%) - 31.6 6.8 2.4 3.0 58.3 4.8 100.0
Lower points violating runs (%) - 57.9 11.9 7.1 0.0 69.4 0.0 14.3

Shewhart s chart
Points beyond upper limit (%) - 2.6 3.4 4.8 9.1 2.8 0 0
Upper points violating runs (%) - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Points beyond lower limit (%) - 7.9 3.4 0 3.0 5.6 0 0
Lower points violating runs (%) - 7.9 6.8 0 0 0 0 0

EWMA chart
Upper limit crossings (n) - 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Lower limit crossings (n) - 20 5 7 4 13 0 1(POL)‡
Points beyond limit (%) - 29.0 3.1 3.3 3.6 59.5 0.0 92.8

CUSUM chart
Upper limit crossings (n) - 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Lower limit crossings (n) - 1(POL)? 3 5 3 2(POL)† 0 1(POL)‡
Points beyond limit (%) - 84.0 7.4 10.0 11.3 67.0 0.0 90.0

The values lying outside the acceptable range are in bold print. ?Out of limit from 93rd measurement. †Out of limit from 177th measure-
ment. ‡Out of limit from 9th measurement in EWMA and 12th measurement in CUSUM.
NT, nuchal translucency, MoM, multiples of median, FMF, Fetal Medicine Foundation method, WIHRI, Women and Infants Hospital of
Rhode Island method, EWMA, exponentially weighted moving average, CUSUM, cumulative sum. POL, persistently out of limits.

Table 2: Estimated median number of nuchal translucency (NT) measurements needed until false alarm or deviation detection
occurs, for different decision intervals h, calculated from 30 simulated random series of measurements.

Decision interval h
8 9 10 11 12 13 14

First false alarm 323 512 1490 3249 3421 6105 6947
±0.0458 log10 NT MoM mean deviation detection 22 22.5 28 30 31 38.5 48
Our final choice of h is in bold print. NT, nuchal translucency, MoM, multiples of median.

measurements below the FMF 5th and above 95th cen-
tiles is present in all sonographers with only one excep-
tion in the proportion of below 5th centile measurements
of the sonographer E and will not be further commented.
As mentioned previously it is related to the significantly
lower variability in our series compared to the FMF one.
In relation to the SPC methods (see Figure 3), Shewhart
x chart shows underestimation starting from 6th sample
group onward and manifesting either by points below LCL
or points violating the run rule. The 27th − 29th and fur-
ther 31st and 33rd sample groups seem to be ’in control’.
The EWMA chart produces a line fluctuating around CL
up to the 93rd point when it falls below LCL marking the
underestimation and staying below until approximately
200th measurement. Further course is more or less ’in
control’ with several temporal periods of underestima-
tions. The CUSUM chart crosses the lower limit at the
93rd measurement further gradually bottoming with oc-

casional periods of horizontal course, corresponding very
well to the periods in which EWMA shows the ’in control’
line. Here it has to be pointed out that the horizontal
course of CUSUM line indicates that the observations are
scattered around target value although the line is located
outside control limits. Shewhart s chart shows but one
point above UCL. As the underestimation in the s chart
representing the lower variability leads to an increase in
the screening performance and is thus beneficial, we will
not further comment on such results.

In the case of the sonographer B the FMF and WIHRI
criteria were fulfilled. The SPC charts displayed the lines
oscilating within the limits apart from the final observed
period, when x chart presented ’out of control’ state from
53rd sample group, the EWMA chart from around 817th

and more profoundly from 872nd and the CUSUM from
817th observations onward. The other 2 points (12th
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Figure 3: Shewhart x and s charts, exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) and cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts
for dataset of sonographer A. • point within control limits, • point outside control limits, 4 point violating runs. UCL, upper
control limit, CL, center line, LCL, lower control limit.

and 26th) in x diagram falling below LCL had the cor-
responding manifestations in EWMA and CUSUM dia-
grams where the lines almost touched the LCL. The s
chart showed 2 points (3.4%) above the UCL.

Sonographers C (see Figure 4) and sonographer D
proved the similar performance. Both satisfactory com-
plied with the FMF and WIHRI limits. However, SPC
methods revealed the periods of temporal ’out of con-
trol’ state. As for the sonographer C the EWMA dia-
gram presented the underestimation of the 38th − 51st,
129th − 135th and 305th − 308th NT measurements. Cor-
responding response at CUSUM chart had the line sink-
ing below LCL between 40th and 75th, 128th and 142nd,
305th and 320th measurements. The sonographer D over-
performed between 236th and 246th and between 233rd

and 260th measurements looking at EWMA and CUSUM
charts respectively and underperformed between 440th

and 454th according to the EWMA and between 435th

and 468th measurements according to the CUSUM charts.
In both sonographers the Shewhart x chart displayed in
all these mentioned cases of suboptimal performance cor-
responding points beyond control limits. The proportion
of points in s chart suggesting an increase in variability
were 4.8% (2 points) and 9.1% (3 points) regarding the
sonographer C and D, respectivelly.

The sonographer E failed the FMF criteria due to the
underestimation, but the WIHRI parameters were within,
but close to, the lower limit. Shewhart x chart suggests
the underestimation because from 12th sample group on-
ward all point are either below LCL or violating the run
rule. The same pattern can be seen at the other two di-
agrams. The EWMA line crossed the LCL at 173rd mea-
surement further caterpillaring almost horizontally be-
low LCL with only several very transient returns above
LCL. The CUSUM presented a persistent decrement of
the lower line from the 177th observation, demonstrating
similar response to underestimation. There was only one
point above UCL in the s chart.

The sonographer F (see Figure 5) perfectly met the
FMF and WIHRI criteria and in concordance with this all
SPC charts presented lines rocking between control limits.
The only exception was the last 21st sample group falling
below LCL at Shewhart x chart, which on one hand could
be regarded as false positive signal, on the other hand it
may be indication of the beginning of ’out of control’ as
both EWMA and CUSUM diagrams show a line bottom-
ing down to LCL and we know that these charts although
more sensitive than Shewhart ones react more slowly.

Contrary to the sonographer F, the sonographer G dis-
played totally unacceptable performance. There was a
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Figure 4: Shewhart x and s charts, exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) and cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts
for dataset of sonographer C. • point within control limits, • point outside control limits, 4 point violating runs. UCL, upper
control limit, CL, center line, LCL, lower control limit.

heavy underestimation in FMF and WIHRI criteria. At
the same time all x, EWMA and CUSUM charts high-
lighted the pronounced underestimation, in x diagram
from the very 1st sample group and from the 9th and 12th

in EWMA and CUSUM charts respectivelly presenting us
how rapidly they are able to expose ’out of control’ pro-
cess. S chart complied within the limits. It has to be men-
tioned that the sonographer G has not been accredited by
the FMF yet as she is still in the phase of learning the
ultrasound scanning.

4 Discussion

The contribution of NT as a marker for chromosomal
abnormalities is indisputable. Strict quality standards
for NT measurements are difficult to follow even for a
well-trained and experienced sonographers in tertiary cen-
ters [27].

Due to the fact that even minor deviations in NT mea-
surements may have an impact on screening effectiveness
(eg. underestimation by 25% may lead to the sensitivity
decrease by 1.1%) [10], an establishing of an ongoing audit
for NT screening is of a paramount importance [11, 28].

Quality review methods based on distribution para-
meters (FMF, WIHRI) are easily implemented due to the
rather simple methodology. However, the main disadvan-
tages include being retrospective and dealing with all mea-
surements altogether. They are usually performed on the
annual basis. Therefore, at the time of audit, a certain
number of mothers may have been offered invasive testing
unnecessarily (in the case of overestimating) being endan-
gered by the risk of miscarriage which invasive procedures
pose or on the other hand some fetuses with Down syn-
drome may have not been detected prenatally (in case of
underestimating). Using the data altogether may lead to
undetecting temporal, but significant changes as could be
seen in our study for example in the sonographer C (under-
performing between 40th and 75th, 128th and 142nd, 305th

and 320th measurements) or similarly in the sonographer
D (overestimating the 233rd − 260th measurements, un-
derestimating the 435th − 468th measurements) but both
perfectly fullfiling the criteria of WIHRI. Equally, it has to
be pointed out that both methods need a critical minimum
number of measurements in order not to be influenced by
extreme values.

The presented SPC methods do not have these limi-
tations. They can be used prospectively for ongoing NT
audit. Prospectiveness represents an important advantage
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Figure 5: Shewhart x and s charts, exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) and cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts
for dataset of sonographer F. • point within control limits, • point outside control limits, 4 point violating runs. UCL, upper
control limit, CL, center line, LCL, lower control limit.

as it allows the early detection of deviation from the target
with prompt feedback and correction.

Shewhart control chart have not been to our best
knowledge used for NT quality review yet. They are able
to control the process accuracy (mean) as well as its preci-
sion (variability) showing their change in two separate di-
agrams. The methodology is simple and straightforward.
They are more sensitive to rapid changes within a pro-
ces [26], however, relatively insensitive to small shifts on
the order of about 1.5σ or less. To try to overcome these
drawbacks, we can implement various kinds of run rules
(Shewhart rules, Western Electric rules, etc.), yet making
the interpretation more difficult. We observed that im-
plementation of one Shewhart run rule has lead to better
ability to detect ’out of control’ state.

The other option is to increase the size of sample
group. Nonetheless, in our case the desired ’in control’
interval is about half the standard deviation and the nece-
sarry sample size would be too large considering the ave-
rage number of ultrasound scans performed by individual
sonographer. Increasing the sample size would inevitably
mean too long time interval when a subsequent point is
added into control diagram. Our suggestion is to lower
the control limits to ±2σ allowing to have reasonable sam-
ple size but at the expense of increasing the risk of false

positive signals at the same time, again making the inter-
pretation more difficult.

EWMA charts have also not been reported to be used
for NT quality review. Contrary to the Shewhart charts,
EWMA gives the importance of various extent to pre-
vious measurements and is able to detect smaller shifts
relatively quickly. The amount of weight attributed to
the older data and to the last point is controlled by the
smoothing parameter λ. We observed that an appropriate
λ for NT quality review is 0.05 leading to the low reaction
of the chart to local changes and very good ability to em-
phasize systematic long-term shifts. We have experienced
that EWMA charts are capable to reveal the process be-
ing ’out of control’ very effectively having a very low false
positivity rate at the same time (0.27% using ±3σ control
limits).

Comparing the order of measurements from which the
process was considered to be ’out of control’ on the ba-
sis of EWMA and CUSUM charts the results were almost
identical. One of the ’visual’ advantage we have noticed is
that when the ’out of control’ process represented by the
curve outside control limits is rectified to ’in control’ state
the EWMA curve returns back towards center line within
the limits in contrast to CUSUM charts where the increas-
ing or declining curve of ’out of control’ process switches
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to horizontal course remaining in the steady distance from
the center line.

CUSUM charts have been repeatedly proved to be ad-
vantageous in medicine owing to its simple formulation
and very intuitive graphical representation plotting two
separate lines, the upper monitoring overestimation and
the lower underestimation. It is a very sensitive method
for small sustained changes which is able to detect quickly.
The CUSUM method has already been proposed as a suit-
able prospective method for NT quality review; Biau et
al. [17] suggested delta-based approach, while Sabria et
al. [9] presented the MoM-based one. As most of the fe-
tal medicine centers are using the MoM-based approach
for calculationg the risk for Down syndrom, the MoM-
based CUSUM model is in our opinion more appropriate.
Similarly to conclusion of Sabria et al. [9], we have ob-
served that CUSUM represents a very effective and sensi-
tive technique for NT quality review, definetely superior
to retrospective FMF and WIHRI methods. It allows to
determine the exact time when inaccurate measurements
start to occur allowing to find possible causes (eg. change
in ultrasound equipment, in scanning routine, etc.) and
take corrective actions.

5 Conclusion

In our study we have observed that prospective regular
NT quality review is of a crude importance. SPC methods
represent a powerful tool for this quality proces control.
They allow a prospective evaluation with a graphically
very instructive output. In our opinion the most suit-
able methods for NT quality control using MoM-based
approach are CUSUM as well as EWMA charts as both
have the ability to detect the process being ’out of con-
trol’ very quickly, effectively and with low false positivity
rate allowing for prompt correction of the technique when
required.
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Abstract

Background: The EuroMISE Minimal Data Model for
Cardiology (MDMC) has been prepared by clinicians for
clinical study in 2002. This model has been successfully
implemented in an application for clinical data gathering.
HL7 v3 Domain Analysis Model: Cardiology, Release 2
(HL7 DAM) has been published in HL7 September 2011
Ballot.
Objectives: The objective of this paper is to compare
these two data models. The main motivations for the com-
parison are nearly identical ways of development, and the
same format of both specifications.
Methods: HL7 DAM is much broader than EuroMISE
MDMC. Thus I focus only on data elements present in
MDMC but absent in HL7 DAM. Also different scales of
elements present in both models are compared.
Results: I have found 25 elements out of 181 elements
defined in MDMC which are not contained in HL7 DAM.
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Conclusions: Results will be used for further discussion in
HL7 Clinical Interoperability Council work group.
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1 Introduction

Standardization of information content of interfaces,
EHR, or EMR is a huge challenge of nowadays biome-
dical informatics. According to The Generic Component
Model [1] building of standardized healthcare IT environ-
ment consists of enterprise view, analysis of information
content, computational view, engineering view and tech-
nology view.

In this article I focus on effort of standardization of
a cardiology domain from the information point of view.
I compare two data models, a previous work of my col-
leagues (EuroMISEMDMC) and a current release of a car-
diology domain analysis model made by HL7 (HL7 DAM).

This work will bring highlights and contributions to the
further analysis of the cardiology domain. Both subjects
of comparison are described in following chapters.

1.1 EuroMISE MDMC

The Department of Medical Informatics of the Insti-
tute of Computer Science AS CR, a part of the EuroMISE
Centre, focuses mainly on the applications of advanced
statistical methods, on the analysis of biomedical data
and knowledge, on utilization of the structured electronic
health record, methods for decision support and on data
mining in biomedical databases [2].
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The EuroMISE Minimal Data Model for Cardiology
(MDMC) was prepared by EuroMISE clinicians for clini-
cal study in 2002 [3]. This data model has been success-
fully adopted by system designers and implemented into
an ADAMEK [4], a single-purpose application for clinical
data gathering. In following years there was also an effort
to map particular data elements of MDMC to ICD 10 and
SNOMED-CT [5].

No special software tools were used in 2002 to capture
the model. There is an Excel Spreadsheet where rows are
data elements, columns are element attributes (name of
the element, group, data type or enumeration, and ex-
tra attributes). The MDMC is set of 181 data elements
(rows). Each element has an associated data type or an
enumeration of possible values. Where it makes sense,
additional attributes are also filled: data format, mini-
mal value, maximal value, objectivity, reliability, impor-
tance, and economic aspect. Elements are also divided
into groups according to parts of Czech medical record as
defined by a Czech law:

• administrative dataset,

• family history (RA),

• social anamnesis (SA),

• personal anamnesis (OA),

• current difficulties (OB),

• therapy (Th.),

• physical examination,

• laboratory results (Labor.).

1.2 HL7 V3 DAM: Cardiology, Rel. 2

Health Level Seven International is a global authority
on standards and interoperability of healthcare informa-
tion technology. The development is based on voluntary
work of experts around the world [6]. A HL7 Clinical
Interoperability Council is a HL7 work group. It has de-
veloped HL7 V3 Domain Analysis Model: Cardiology, Re-
lease 2 (HL7 DAM). The specification has been submitted
to a HL7 September 2011 Ballot Cycle [7].

The DAM contains the information analysis of clinical
content related to the Acute Coronary Syndrome domain,
heart failure, electrophysiology, vascular analysis and in-
tervention. It also contains observations related to ge-
neral cardiology. The DAM involves use cases, activity
diagrams and UML class diagrams; Enterprise Architect
is used as a maintaining tool. In total there is approxi-
mately 350 data elements which were adopted or harmo-
nized from following sources [8]:

• the NCDR registries (National Cardiovascular Data
Registry),

• the ACC/AHA Adult CV EHR Data Elements
(American College of Cardiology/American Heart
Association),

• the CDISC (Clinical Data Interchange Standards
Consortium) standards Acquisition Harmonization
elements,

• the FDA Cardiovascular Endpoint Data Elements,

• the NCI EVS Vocabulary (National Cancer Insti-
tute),

• other published cardiology standards (AHA, STS).

The ACC/AHA data standards cover broad areas
within cardiology including outpatient care, heart failure,
atrial fibrillation and cardiac imaging. The NCDR CATH-
PCI registry is used for patients undergoing diagnostic
and interventional catheterization; the ACTION registry
is used for patients experiencing acute coronary syndrome,
and the ICD registry is used for patients experiencing elec-
trophysiology disturbances and heart failure. The STS
Adult Cardiac Registry is used for patients undergoing
cardiac surgeries [8].

As authors declare: “It is not intended for products to
be derived from this model or directly implemented. Ad-
ditional technical specifications and system requirements
are necessary for implementation” [8].

2 Objectives

The main objective of my work is to find out whether
MDMC is a subset of HL7 DAM. If it is not a subset the
problem will appear in a future: ADAMEK will not be
able to transmit all gathered data to another system using
standardized HL7 messages. It will generate additional
costs on our side. It is not a good idea to be data-locked
with the only one software, even with our own.

If HL7 DAM is missing some elements, there should be
an action taken, probably to join and participate with the
Clinical Interoperability Council workgroup. In this case,
this paper will serve as a starting point for discussions.

The second objective of this paper is to bring a short
introduction of HL7 DAM to an attention of readers who
are not familiar with HL7. Citizens of the Czech Repub-
lic have high average risk factor of cardiovascular disease.
Our government invests lot of money to a Cardiovascu-
lar research [9]. Information Technology perspective of
such research should be in concordance to the interna-
tional state of the art.

3 Methods

Although definition of MDMC is captured by sim-
ple technology in contrast to HL7 DAM captured in En-
terprise Architect, although the size of HL7 DAM is 3
times bigger than MDMC, these sets of data elements are
very similar and easily comparable. I used a simple and
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straight method of comparison: for each data element in
MDMC I search for an equivalent in HL7 DAM. When
found, the data type (or the enumeration) is compared,
too.

Due to only a brief description of each data elements
in HL7 DAM and no description of element in MDMC,
there is no space for semantic discrepancies.

4 Results

According to the methodology, all data elements of
MDMC were examined. MDMC data elements without a
HL7 DAM equivalent can be divided into clinically signi-
ficant discrepancies and elements of administrative pur-
pose.

Clinically significant elements missed in HL7 DAM:

• SA: overall psychological stress faced (none, low,
middle, high),

• SA: physical activity at work (none, low, middle,
high),

• SA: physical activity at home (none, low, middle,
high),

• SA: smoker (how many cigarettes per day),

• SA: alcohol (beer, wine, distillates),

• OA: body temparature,

• OA: body mass index (BMI),

• Th.: hypertension treatment (none, life style, anti-
hypertensive agents),

• Th.: dyslipidemia treatment (none, life style, hy-
polipidaemic agents),

• Th.: Peripheral Arterial Disease therapy (none, con-
servative, PTA, stent, surgical),

• Th.: Renal Artery Disease therapy (none, conserva-
tive, PTA, stent, surgical).

Other missed elements of HL7 DAM can be seen as ad-
ministrative, technical, or superfluous. These elements are
probably out of scope of Clinical Interoperability Council
because other attributes of HL7 V3 RIM [10] classes hold
the information, or they are defined in other HL7 V3 do-
mains. Values stored in those elements are still significant
from clinical and informational point of view. Elements
missed in HL7 DAM:

• patient: administrative gender,

• RA: family history of father, mother, brothers (ele-
ments of every clinical term have been assigned, but
the attribute of family relationship is missing),

• SA: patient marital status,

• SA: patient education,

• AL: drug allergy (name of a drug, chemical name),

• OA: date of first observation of a disease (every in-
dicator of HL7 DAM),

• Labor.: laboratory results (glycemia, uric acid, total
cholesterol, HDL/LDL, triacylglyceride).

5 Discussion and Conclusions

When talking to semantic interoperability, I usually
see lots of academic discussions how far proposed 2 con-
cepts are identical, similar, or completely misleading. This
gets much worse when concepts are not in the same lan-
guage, which was my case, too (Czech vs. English).

Fortunately, HL7 DAM provides a brief description of
each concept, whereas MDMC is just a list of data ele-
ments with scales but without any description. At this
level of information, there were no such discussions and
mapping has been done smoothly.

I have mapped 181 data elements of MDMC to HL7
DAM elements. I have identified 12 clinically significant
elements missed in HL7 DAM. The relevance of these ele-
ments should be discussed with the HL7 Clinical Inter-
operability Council. I have also identified 13 elements of
MDMC missed in HL7 DAM, but found somewhere else
in HL7 V3. From the information point of view (in terms
of Generic Component Model [1]) both groups are signi-
ficant at the same level and require attention. The latter
group can be easily addressed in terms of HL7 V3 classes.

I see one other huge source for contributions to
the HL7 DAM. The Czech Medical Association of J.E.
Purkyně, Cardiology section provides 40 textual Clinical
Practice Guidelines listed in a catalogue of Czech pub-
lished guidelines [11]. Therefore it seems that the Car-
diology section of the Czech Medical Association has the
sufficient credit and ability to contribute to HL7 DAM.
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Abstract

Objectives: The aim of this paper is to analyze current
state of use of biometrics in computer security.
Methods: This paper provides an overview of the most
commonly used anatomical-physiological and behavioral
biometric identification methods.
Results: The result of the work will be a new set of me-
thods, which allows reliable identification of the user in the
most comfortable way.
Conclusions: These new principles of data security will
be used to enhance the protection of specialized health
record. This will contribute to expansion of generally con-
ceived EHR MUDR concept to other application areas.
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1 Introduction

Biometrics, biometric identification and verification
have been investigated since the early 80’s of the last cen-
tury. At the end of the 20th century first applications
began to emerge, especially in forensic practice where bio-
metrics was represented by automated processing of fin-
gerprints and palm prints found at a crime scene.

Nowadays, biometric methods are irreplaceable both
in the forensic sciences and in commercially available ap-
plications.

In this paper we analyze current state of use of
biometrics in computer security, especially the possibil-
ities of identification based on biometric data. Bio-
metric characteristics can be divided into anatomical-
physiological and behavioral [1, 2].

2 Anatomical-Physiological
Biometric Characteristics

The most frequently used anatomical-physiological
biometric characteristics in common practice are finger-
prints, palm prints, geometry of hand shape and scanning
of bloodstream patterns of the palm or the back of ones
hand.

2.1 Fingerprints and Palm Prints

Fingerprints and palm prints are based on the unique-
ness of ridge patterns [3]. Miniaturization of sensors and
processors allows the fingerprint-based biometric identifi-
cation for large commercial use.

In practice, fingerprints are often used for authentica-
tion of persons accessing to computers or communication
devices, for enhancement of protection of identification or
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Figure 1: Simplified diagram of the electronic sensors (according to [5]).

credit cards, for authorization to access buildings and for
protection of precious or dangerous devices from unautho-
rized use.

Interactive fingerprinting, which is now often imple-
mented in a variety of technical equipment, is done by
means of sensors. These sensors may be contact or con-
tactless and their functions can be based on different phy-
sical principles [4].

2.1.1 Contact fingerprint sensors

Contact sensors include optical, electronic, optoelec-
tronic, capacitive, pressure and temperature sensors.
Some of these sensor types will be described in detail be-
low. Main advantages and disadvantages of each method
are clearly shown in Table 1.

Optical contact sensors Optical sensors are based on
FTIR technology (Frustrated Total Internal Reflection).
This means that a laser beam illuminates the bottom sur-
face of a finger that touches a transparent sensor plate.
Reflected light flux is then captured by a CCD (Charge-
Coupled Device) element. The amount of reflected light
depends on the depth of papillary lines and furrows. Pa-
pillary lines reflect more light than furrows.

Other optical sensors use a thick bundle of optical
fibers that are perpendicular to the plane of the sensor.
Here again, the method of exposure and reflection of light
flow is applied. Another type of sensors uses CMOS tech-
nology (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor).

Electronic contact sensors Electronic sensors operate
on the principle of electric field between two parallel, con-
ductive and electrically charged plates (see Figure 1). If
the shape of the originally flat plate on top changes to
wavy (papillary lines and furrows), the shape of the elec-
tric field changes too. The upper plate of the sensor is
represented by surface of the skin that is connected to the
source reference electrical signal. The main advantage of
this sensor is that it does not scan only the surface of the

skin but it scans deeper skin layers too. This means that
this type of sensor is resistant to dirt and possible damage
of the skin surface.

Optoelectronic contact sensors Optoelectronic sen-
sors consist of two layers. The upper layer is in contact
with the skin and it is able to emit light. This light is
captured in the second glass layer in which photodiodes
are sealed. These photodiodes convert the light into an
electrical impulse.

Capacitive contact sensors Capacitive sensors cap-
ture fingerprint by measuring electrical capacity (see Fi-
gure 2). Scanning sensor is composed of a large number
of scanning surfaces that are isolated from each other.
By touching the sensor, papillary lines bridge the conduc-
tive pads while furrows act as isolators. The shape of pa-
pillary drawing, therefore, modulates voltage and capaci-
tance drops between the conductive pads. These drops are
measured and they form a digitalized picture of papillary
drawing.

Figure 2: Simplified diagram of the capacitive sensors (accord-
ing to [5]).

These sensors are highly nonresistant to various types
of dirt that may significantly alter conductivity of the skin.

Pressure contact sensors Pressure sensors respond to
a pressure of papillary lines on the surface of sensor. The
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sensor surface is made of an elastic piezoelectric material
that transforms the pressure into an electrical signal and
thus creates a picture of fingerprint.

Temperature contact sensors Temperature sensors
react to temperature differences between papillary lines
and furrows. A great advantage of this sensor is that
temperature is an important factor that can tell whether
the scanned fingerprint belongs to a living person.

2.1.2 Contactless sensors for fingerprint

The best-known groups of non-contact sensors include
optical and ultrasound sensors. The advantages and dis-
advantages of these sensors are also included in Table 1.

Optical non-contact sensors The principle of optical
non-contact sensors is similar to the optical contact sen-
sors described above with only one difference. The beam
of light allows scanning from a distance of 3-5 cm.

The greatest advantage of this sensor is that it pre-
vents contamination caused by contact with dirty fingers.

Ultrasonic non-contact sensors Ultrasonic sensors
are based on a similar principle as the optical ones but
instead of a light beam a beam of short mechanical waves
(ultrasound) is being reflected from the skin surface (see
Figure 3). This type of sensor eliminates all the disadvan-
tages of previous types of sensors explained above [6].

Figure 3: Simplified diagram of the ultrasonic sensors (accord-
ing to [5]).

2.2 Geometry of a Hand Shape

Another frequently used method is the geometry of
a hand shape, the essence of which is measurement of
lengths and widths of fingers, bones or joints of the hand
[7] (see Figure 4). The hand touches a horizontal scan-
ner that has special fixation pins. These ensure that the

hand is always in the same position. The scanner cap-
tures one image from the top (perpendicularly to the sen-
sor board) and one image from the side. This generates
two monochrome images of ’hand silhouette’.

At first, a user requiring evidence of his/her identity
enters his or her identification number (PIN) via keyboard
or he or she touches a magnetic stripe, a chip or a card to
a reader. Then the user puts his or her hand to a speci-
fied position according to visual instructions that are on
keyboard on the scanner [8]. Hand geometry scanners are
now common in many areas including healthcare.

Figure 4: The basic principle of hand geometry (according to
[5]).

2.3 Scanning of the Bloodstream of the
Palm or the Back of Hand

Another method suitable for use in computer security
is scanning of the bloodstream of the palm or the back
of ones hand. A CCD camera, which is most commonly
used in this case, takes a picture of the hand and a specific
pattern of blood vessel distribution captured in the image
is then used to identify the person.

An unquestionable advantage of this method is that it
also verifies whether the tested object is alive. The scan-
ning runs in infrared band which is sensitive to tempera-
ture. This method takes advantage of the fact that blood
vessels in the body are warmer than their surroundings.
The scanned image is further processed in a similar way
as fingerprint (with the shape of vessels being compared).

Another advantage in comparison to scanning of hand
geometry is that it is not necessary to place a hand in the
scanner in the same position every time.

Other options for this method are to scan the blood-
stream of the palm or to perform non-contact scanning
of both the palm and the back of hand, which provides
a high level of hygiene unlike hand geometry scanning or
fingerprints [8].
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2.4 Scanning of a Face and its Parts

Instead of hands a face or a part of the face can be
used to identify a person as well. There are computer
programs that can recognize the human faces like human
brain does [9]. Face recognition is now typical especially
in criminology and there are many different methods and
algorithms used for these purposes.

This method can also be easily used to secure common
computing and telecommunication systems. Any stan-
dard video camera, which can be already found integrated
in many screens, is sufficient to take the image of the face.
The face scan can replace traditional password entry.

A great advantage of this method is that there is ab-
solutely no need for direct contact between the user and
the sensor [10].

However, face recognition can be further improved in
many ways. As an example, we can register signs of emo-
tions.

An interesting application of this method in IT secu-
rity suggests itself. Continuous face scanning during the
work with computer would make it possible to evaluate
whether it is still the same person accessing sensitive data.
Not only that this method secures the system at the time
of login, it can even protect the data later on, when the
authorized user, for example, leaves the unlocked terminal
for a period of time.

2.5 Scanning of the Iris or Retina

Recently, thanks to its simple implementation using
only conventional video systems, scanning of the iris or
retina is becoming a more widespread method of iden-
tification. Iris recognition is possible regardless of size,
location and orientation but it requires a complicated al-

gorithm [11]. This method is, therefore, usually used only
to ensure a high level of security [8].

A light beam is used to map the bloodstream in the
retina [12]. A part of the beam is absorbed by the retina
while the other part is reflected. The special camera, that
is required for the scanning, is expensive and the scan-
ning process itself is not very user-friendly (many people
are afraid of the technology) [8].

3 Behavioral Biometric
Characteristics

Keystroke dynamics could be an interesting behavioral
biometric characteristic for use in computer security not
being widely used so far.

3.1 Keystroke Dynamics

Keystroke dynamics allows so-called continuous (dy-
namic) verification, which is based on the use of keyboard
as a medium of continuous interaction between user and
computer [13]. This offers a possibility of continuous con-
trol over the whole time the computer is being used. This
method is useful in situations when there is a risk of leav-
ing a computer without control for a while [14].

The most common characteristic is the time of pressing
individual keys or the duration of the keypress. Another
possibility is to measure typing speed, frequency of errors,
style of writing capital letters or a force used to press the
keys. This latter type requires a special keyboard that
allows the force of the push to be measured. All other
methods can be evaluated by a special program without
any modification of hardware [15, 16].

Table 1: Comparison of contact and non-contact fingerprint sensors.

Sensor Advantages Disadvantages
Optical contact sensors – very quick – not resistant to dirt

– user-friendly – not hygienic
– don’t recognize living tissue

Electronic contact sensors – resistant to dirt – not hygienic
– very quick – don’t recognize living tissue
– user-friendly

Capacitive contact sensors – very quick – not resistant to dirt
– don’t recognize living tissue
– not hygienic

Temperature contact sensors – recognize living tissue – not hygienic
– very quick

Optical non-contact sensors – resistant to dirt – don’t recognize living tissue
– hygienic
– very quick

Ultrasonic non-contact sensors – resistant to dirt – don’t recognize living tissue
– hygienic
– very quick
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Table 2: Comparison of anatomical-physiological and behavioral biometric characteristics.

Sensor Advantages Disadvantages
Geometry of hand – resistant to dirt – don’t recognize living tissue
shape – require scanning in the same position

– not hygienic
Contactless scanning – don’t require scanning in the same position – no possibility of continuous control
of bloodstream – recognize living tissue

– hygienic
– resistant to dirt

Scanning of the face – resistant to dirt – time-consuming
– recognize living tissue
– don’t require scanning in the same position
– possibility of continuous control

Scanning of iris – resistant to dirt
– don’t require scanning in the same position
– user-friendly

Scanning of retina – resistant to dirt – not user-friendly
– don’t require scanning in the same position – time-consuming

Keystroke dynamics – user-friendly
– possibility of continuous control
– hardware-efficient

4 Comparison of the Methods

Most of current data security systems verify user’s au-
thorization to access the system only at the time of login.
In the case that the question of user identification is solved
only on the basis of biometric data, only one biometric
component (or just a few of them) is used for verification
in most cases.

An optimal solution should preferentially include the
methods mentioned in the introduction and emphasize
those of them, which will prove themselves long-time sta-
ble or the least disturbing for staff. The method must
be fast enough for the user. Hardware requirements and
required processing power will also be considered.

Table 1 shows the main advantages and disadvantages
of different types of contact and contactless sensors for
fingerprinting. All sensors for fingerprinting are relatively

quick and easy in comparison to other biometric methods.
The main differences are in resistance to dirt, which is

important for the following two reasons.

• The first one is that the sensor should be able to
work even when there is dirt on its surface or on the
surface of the finger that is being scanned.

• The second reason is, of course, the hygienic aspect.

The greatest benefit is sensor’s ability to distinguish
living tissue from dead or synthetic material. Then it be-
comes very resistant to possible abuse.

Table 2 displays main advantages and disadvantages of
other anatomical-physiological and behavioral characte-
ristics. Besides the aspects mentioned above, we com-
pared also the possibility of continuous authentication, the
need for scanning in the same position and difficulty/ease
of use.

Table 3: Comparison of methods in terms of stability of biometric characteristics and time-consuming.

Method Stability of biometric characteristics Time-consuming
high = more than 80 %, high = more than 3 sec,
medium = more than 60 %, medium = less than 3 sec,
low = less than 60 % low = less than 1 sec

Fingerprint medium low
Geometry of hand shape medium medium
Scanning of bloodstream medium medium
Scanning of the face low high
Scanning of iris high medium
Scanning of retina high high
Keystroke dynamics low low
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Table 3 compares selected methods in terms of stabil-
ity of biometric characteristics and time-consumption.

Stability of biometric characteristics means how much
it changes over time. For example a human face can signi-
ficantly change, either naturally or under the influence of
a disease. In contrast to face, the retina does not change
and contains features unique for each person.

Data in the table are not accurate readings but empi-
rical estimates. The table shows that there is no method
that would be "ideal", i.e. would offer high stability of
biometric characteristics and low time consumption. Iris
scanning, which is currently not used in everyday practice,
is close to this ideal.

5 Application of Selected Methods
in Electronic Health Record
Security

The aim of this work is to propose a multifactor system
that will verify a number of biometric features simulta-
neously, thus ensuring greater reliability of identification
[17]. This will protect access to patient data in electronic
health record, which is conceptually based on the proposal
of Universal Electronic Health Record MUDR, see [18].

Security of patient data is one of the key issues in
telemedicine. It may appear that this is a standard solu-
tion using the principles of electronic record EHR MUDR.
But unlike our task, the concept of EHR MUDR record is
designed with respect to ordinary patient data, accessed
during everyday hospital operation.

Contrastingly, in the case of the electronic record of
personal identification ERPI, there will be much more sen-
sitive data related to the identification of individuals from
different perspectives. For this reason there is also a de-
mand for higher level of identification of persons accessing
the data.

With regard to the nature of such data it appears ne-
cessary to use some set of DLP (Data Loss Prevention)
allowing identification of the risks associated with the loss
of sensitive data and possible dynamic reduction of these
risks. Moreover, with regard to the type of sensitive iden-
tification data it is useful to have a resource that will allow
consecutive audit of the data.

Commercial solutions such as RSA [19, 20] or Web-
sense [21] are available. These sets are designed to re-
duce the impact of potential risks, irrespective of whether
the data are stored in the datacenter, transmitted over
the network (network DLP) or processed in user terminal
equipment (DLP endpoint). This solution is particularly
interesting because in the Czech Republic there has not
yet been a deployment of DLP published in similar con-
text.

6 Conclusion

The result should be a complex of new biometric iden-
tification methods that would allow reliable identification
of users in the most comfortable form. The final applica-
tion of these new principles of security will increase the
level of protection of specialized health record. Further-
more, the EHR MUDR concept will expand to other ap-
plication areas.
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Abstract

Objectives: The DNA analysis is now accepted by the
broad public as a completely standard and faultless proce-
dure but in some circumstances its reliability can decrease
substantially. This paper deals with the process of identi-
fying and determining the weight of evidence against the
suspect. Main stochastic approaches to identification are
shown.
Methods: The weight-of-evidence formula was derived
from Bayes theorem and its application in the model of
the island problem was demonstrated. The beta-binomial
formula derived from Dirichlet distribution was used for
calculation of more complex situations.
Results: From many various complications in the model
of the island problem there was shown how to work with
uncertainty in a population size. The beta-binomial for-
mula was used to include a subpopulation structure and in
issues of DNA mixtures.
Conclusions: In particular, the influence of a population
structure is now explored insufficiently. Using the results
of H. Kubátová in this area, a new formula was derived.
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1 Introduction

DNA profiling, discovered by Alec Jeffreys during the
1980s, has caused a revolution in criminology. DNA helps
to convict the perpetrators of those crimes that once ap-
peared irresolvable and also helps to prove the innocence
of those who have already been convicted. The DNA ana-
lysis is now accepted by the broad public as a completely
standard procedure, which reliably convicts the offender.
Here, however, hides one of the main problems that results
from using DNA, for even DNA evidence is not foolproof.

Several possibilities keep DNA from being completely
reliable: for example there may be a false location of the
trace (more specifically, the offender may have discarded a
cigarette butt which had previously been smoked by some-
one else); the wrong take of a biological samples or damage

to the samples could have occurred; or there may have
been secondary transfer of a biological material. How-
ever, mathematicians do not deal with any of these things.
Rather, they are faced with the following task: if all of the
above options are excluded, what is the probability that
a particular offender and a detained person are the same,
given that the perpetrator’s and the suspect’s DNA pro-
files are available? As we will see, the answer depends
mainly on the number of loci we use to DNA profiling,
and the variability within each of them.

In forensic practice, genetic profiles consisting of the
short tandem repeat polymorphisms (STRs) are currently
used. STRs are known to vary widely between individuals
by virtue of variation in their length and they are found
only in the non-coding region of DNA, so they provide no
information of medical or personal significance. Therefore,
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STRs are very useful and convenient for identification pur-
poses.

The numerical representation of DNA profile consists
of two numbers of alleles at each locus examined, one al-
lele inherited from the mother and the other one from the
father, along with two letters (XX or XY) which show the
result of the gender test. The number of examined loci
varies from country to country, with the smallest being
seven used in Germany and a maximum of sixteen used
in the Czech Republic.

For example, the system of DNA profiling used in the
UK is known as SGM Plus. It examines ten loci plus a
gender test and produces a numeric DNA profile which
may look like this:

15,18; 6,9; 11,13; 22,22; 31,32.2; 14,17;
17,20; 11,12; 13,16.3; 15,16; XY.

The number provides information about a feature of DNA
at each locus we examine. The number of complete repeat
units observed is designated by an integer. Variant alleles
that contain a partial repeat are designated by a decimal
followed by the number of bases in the partial repeat. For
example, an 32.2 allele contains 32 complete repeat units
and a partial repeat unit of 2 bases ([10]).

Although each person’s DNA is unique (apart from
identical siblings), there is a very small, but finite chance
(less than 1 in a billion in SGM Plus) that two unrelated
people could share the same DNA profile. For this rea-
son it is not possible to convict a person on DNA evidence
alone and there must be additional corroborating evidence
available.

DNA left at a crime scene may also decompose over
time because of bacteria, UV light, environmental condi-
tions etc. Due to the quality of biological material and/or
its amount it is not always possible to investigate all of
the polymorphisms. An incomplete DNA profile may look
like

15, ; 6,9; 11,13; , ; 31,32.2; 14,17;
,20; ,12; 13,16.3; 15,16; XY.

If an incomplete DNA profile is obtained, the probability
of unique identification drops accordingly. However, even
very incomplete profiles can still be used to conclusively
eliminate a person from an investigation.

In the following text we will assume the examination
of one locus only. Assuming independence of loci, genera-
lization to a larger number of loci can be performed using
a product rule (i.e. multiplying the individual marginal
probabilities).

2 Methods

Denotation

• E - evidence or information about the crime (i.e.
the circumstances, witness testimonies, crime scene
evidence, etc.),

• G - an event at which the suspect is guilty,

• I - an event at which the suspect is innocent,

• Ci - an event at which the culprit is a person i,

• I - the population of alternative suspects.

Our goal is to determine the conditional probability of
P(G|E) that, given circumstances E, the suspect is truly
the culprit of the investigated crime. According to Bayes
theorem

P(G|E) =
P(E|G)P(G)

P(E|G)P(G) + P(E|I)P(I)
. (1)

However, the expression P(E|I) cannot be counted di-
rectly. The suspect is innocent if and only if there exists
an index i ∈ I in which the event Ci occurs. Then the
event I is equivalent to the event ∪i∈I Ci and thanks to
the disjunction of events Ci holds:

P(I) = P (∪i∈ICi) =
∑
i∈I

P(Ci).

Thus

P(E|I)P(I) = P (E| ∪i∈I Ci)P (∪i∈I Ci) =

=
P (E ∩ (∪i∈I Ci))

P (∪i∈I Ci)
P (∪i∈I Ci) =

= P (∪i∈I (E ∩ Ci)) =
∑
i∈I

P (E ∩ Ci) =

=
∑
i∈I

P(E|Ci)P(Ci).

Let define likelihood ratio

Ri =
P(E|Ci)
P(E|G)

(2)

which expresses how many times the probability of evi-
dence E is greater under the condition that the culprit is
a person i than under the condition that the culprit is the
suspect.
Further we define likelihood weights

wi =
P(Ci)

P(G)

which expresses how many times the prior probability of
committing a crime by a person i is greater than the prior
probability of committing a crime by the suspect.

Then

P(G|E) =
1

1 +
∑
i∈I wiRi

. (3)

The formula (3) is usually called the weight-of-
evidence formula.
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3 The Island Problem

The simplest application of the previous part is the
"island problem". This is a model where a crime is com-
mitted on an inaccessible island which contains N people
who are unrelated to each other. At the beginning, there
is no information about the offender, so we assign to each
of the islanders the same (prior) probability of committing
a crime. Then the offender is found to possess a certain
characteristic Υ (it can be an allele, or a pair of alleles
respectively, in the appropriate locus) and the suspect is
also found to have that characteristic, Υ. The question
becomes, to what extent can we be sure that we have
found the suspect who is truly the culprit.

First we calculate the likelihood ratio using the for-
mula (2). Let p be the frequency of the Υ in the popu-
lation. We suppose that the evidence consists only of the
information that the suspect’s and the culprit’s DNA pro-
files are the same. If the hypothesis G holds, both profiles
come from the same individual and thus the denominator
equals 1. The numerator of Ri, P(E|Ci), can be estimated
by p. Because wi = 1 ∀i ∈ I, using the formula (3) we get

P(G|E) =
1

1 +N · p
. (4)

For example if p = 0.01 and N = 100 then P(G|E) = 1/2.
The previous result can be modified for more complex

(and realistic) situations. Let’s see which situations is this
simple model inadequate for:

• Typing and handling errors
As the test may give erroneous results in a small
percentage of cases, errors caused by a human fac-
tor must also be considered: contamination or re-
placement of a sample from which the Υ-status is
investigated; incorrect evaluation of the results, or
even intentional misrepresentation.

• The population size
Often the population size N is only estimated and
furthermore, if there is migration in the population,
then it is necessary to account for greater uncer-
tainty within the population size.

• The probability of occurrence Υ in the population
The value of p is usually unknown and is therefore
estimated on the basis of relative frequency of the
Υ in a smaller sample or in a similar population,
about which we have more information. However,
this auxiliary data may be outdated or may only
partially describe the ivestigated population.

• Suspect searching
The suspect is not usually chosen randomly from the
population but on the basis of other circumstantial
evidence which increase the probability of guilt. An-
other possibility is to choose the suspect by testing
individuals from the population for the presence of
Υ. In this way, people who are not Υ-bearers can be

excluded and thus the population size of alternative
suspects is reduced.

• Relatives and population subdivision
If the suspect (or other individual being tested) is
a Υ-bearer and some of his relatives are included in
the population too, then in the case of DNA profile
increases the probability of other individuals hav-
ing Υ due to inheritance. Similarly, unusually high
relative frequency of a rare character usually occurs
within the same subpopulation due to its shared evo-
lution history.

• The same prior probability of committing a crime
Although this requirement intuitively corresponds
with the general presumption of innocence, we can
asses varying prior probability (i.e. based on the dis-
tance from the scene, time availability, or a possible
alibi).

We will analyze some of these cases in detail in the
following sections.

4 Uncertainty about the
Population Size

The uncertainty about the size of the population of
possible alternative suspects affects the prior probability
of P(G). Consider the population size Ñ is a random vari-
able with mean N . The prior probability of guilt, given
value Ñ , is

P(G|Ñ) = 1/(Ñ + 1)

but since Ñ is not known, we use the expectation:

P(G) = E
[
G|Ñ

]
= E

[
1

Ñ + 1

]
.

The function 1/(Ñ + 1) is not symmetric but it is at
least convex on the interval (0,∞). Jensen’s inequality for
convex functions (E[f(x)] ≥ f(E[x])) implies

P(G) = E

[
1

Ñ + 1

]
≥ 1

N + 1

because E[Ñ ] = N .
Thus the failure to uncertainty about the value of N

tends to favor defendant. Moreover, this effect is usually
very small, let it show in a concrete example.

For ε ∈ (0, 0.5) we put

Ñ =

 N − 1 with probability ε
N with probability 1− 2ε
N + 1 with probability ε.

Then

P(G) = E

[
1

Ñ + 1

]
=

ε

N
+

1− 2ε

N + 1
+

ε

N + 2
=
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=
1

N + 1
+

2ε

N(N + 1)(N + 2)
≥ 1

N + 1

and if we put ε = 0.25 and N = 100 then P(G) is greater
than 1/(N + 1) by only 0.000000485.

Let’s see what the population size uncertainty causes
in formula (4):

P(G|E) =
1

1 +
∑
iRi

P(Ci)
P(G)

=
1

1 + p 1
P(G)

∑
i

P(Ci)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−P(G)

=

=
1

1 + pN(N+1)(N+2)
N2+2N+2ε (1− N2+2N+2ε

N(N+1)(N+2) )
=

=
1

1 +Np N3+2N2−2ε
N3+2N2+2Nε

=

=
1

1 +Np
(

1− 2ε N+1
N3+2N2+2Nε

) .
Substituting again ε = 0.25 and N = 100 we receive

P(G|E) = 0.5000124 which value, despite the high value
of ε, differs from the original result of 50 %, at which we
calculate with N fixed, in an order of just one thousandth
of a percent. If we want to still count with uncertainty
about N ,

P(G|E) ≈ 1

1 +Np (1− 2ε/N2)

is very good approximation to take. In our exam-
ple this approximation gives P(G|E) = 0.5000125, i.e.
50.00125 %.

Balding in [1] uses an approximation order of magni-
tude worse than

P(G|E) ≈ 1

1 +Np (1− 4ε/N3)

which gives in our example the value P(G|E) = 0.5000003,
i.e. 50.00003 %.

5 DNA Database

DNA profiles as a sequence of alphanumeric data al-
low relatively easy storage in the database, therefore na-
tional databases are created from late 1990’s. Currently
there are three major forensic DNA databases: CODIS
(Combined DNA Indexing System), which is maintained
by the United States FBI; the ENFSI (European Network
of Forensic Science Institutes) database; and the ISSOL
(Interpol Standard Set of Loci) database maintained by
Interpol.

All systems mentioned above divide the DNA database
into two subdatabases. In the crime scene database bio-
logical samples collected at the scene are stored, in the
convicted offender database figure genetic profiles of in-
dividuals convicted in the past. These two databases are

compared with each other and eventual match of profiles
is examined by qualified professionals.

The type of offenses for which DNA is stored differs
among countries and states. Initially, these databases
contained only samples from violent offenders, those con-
victed of aggravated assault, rape, or murder. However,
the value of obtaining DNA from offenders of less severe
crimes has been recognized, as many small time criminals
become repeat offenders and also more violent offenders.
The power of a large bank of DNA samples extends to the
possibility of it acting as a deterrent. A match of DNA evi-
dence from a crime scene (which would then be logged in
the crime scene database) to one in the convicted offender
database rapidly solves the crime, saving time, effort, and
money ([3]).

The absolutely largest national database is the US Na-
tional DNA Index System (NDIS). It contains almost ten
million offender profiles and over 380 000 forensic profiles
as of July 2011 ([7]). The oldest and relatively largest
database is the national DNA database of UK (NDNAD)
which currently consists of over six and a half million pro-
files.

After the creation of DNA databases the number of
solved crimes in the UK has increased from 24 % to 43 %.
The success of this approach is also confirmed by the fact
that a new crime scene DNA profile being loaded to the
DNA database had a 45 % chance of matching a persons
DNA profile in 2002/03 against 60 % in 2008/09 ([8]).
Thus the database system has the support of public. On
the other hand, from DNA very sensitive personal infor-
mation can be obtained and therefore it is necessary to
ensure a thorough protection of databases against abus-
ing.

The Czech national database was created in 2002.
Then there was a rapid development of the database and it
currently contains approximately 90 000 genetic profiles.

6 Relatives and Population
Structure

Alleles, which are identical and come from a common
ancestor, are called ibd (identical by descent). A com-
mon recent evolution history of two individuals, whether
relatives or members of the same subpopulation, increases
the probability of occurrence of ibd alleles. Therefore, as
the degree of relatedness within subpopulations is used,
the coancestry coefficient θ indicated the probability that
two randomly selected alleles on fixed locus are ibd. Ne-
glecting the influence of kinship and population structure
leads to overestimation of posterior probability of the sus-
pect’s guilt. Ignoring this tends to suspect’s disfavour, so
this topic is given considerable attention.

Balding and Nichols in [2] proposed a method which al-
lows to calculate probability of observing considered geno-
type in structure population via coancestry coefficient.
More detailed mathematical derivation of method includ-
ing several corrections was provided by Kubátová in [6].
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Let’s denote pA and pB frequencies of alleles A a B in
the whole population, k proportion of the subpopulation
in the general population and θ coancestry coefficient in
the subpopulation. The probability of observing homozy-
gous genotype can be calculated as

P(AA) = pA

(
θ + (1− θ) pA − θk

1− θk

)
(5)

and similarly heterozygous genotype:

P(AB) = 2pApB
1− θ
1− θk

. (6)

Balding and Nichols do not use variable k in their
derivation, we get their results by putting k = 1. Thus,
probabilities of homozygous genotypes decreased and con-
versely, probabilities of heterozygous genotypes increased.

7 Beta-binomial Formula

To get formulas (5) and (6), we can use also a more
general approach proposed by Wright ([11]). Consider on
given locus J alleles A1, . . . , AJ having probability of oc-
currence in the population p1, . . . , pJ ,

∑J
i=1 pi = 1. Allele

proportions in the subpopulation can be modelled by the
Dirichlet distribution with parametres λpi, λ = 1−θ

θ(1−k) .
Thus the probability of observing mi alleles Ai (

∑
imi =

n) is given by

P(m1, . . . ,mJ) =
Γ (λ)

Γ (λ+ n)

J∏
i=1

Γ (λpi +mi)

Γ (λpi)
. (7)

Putting m = (m1, . . . ,mJ) we can adjust formula (7) to

P(m) =

J∏
j=1

mj−1∏
i=0

[(1− θ) pj + θi (1− k)]

n−1∏
i=0

[1− θ + θi (1− k)]

. (8)

The formula (8) is usually called beta-binomial sam-
pling formula and applies to ordered samples. If we
want to work with unordered samples, it is necessary to
multiply the result by n!

m1!···mJ !
.

From the formula (8) we can also deduce the proba-
bility of observing certain combination of alleles. For
J = 2, mA = 2 and mB = 0 we have

P(AA) =
(1− θ) pA [(1− θ) pA + θ (1− k)]

(1− θ) [1− θ + θ (1− k)]
=

= pA

[
(1− θ) pA + θ − θk

1− θk
+ θ − θ − θ2k

1− θk

]
=

= pA

[
θ +

(1− θ) pA + θ − θk − θ + θ2k

1− θk

]
=

= pA

[
θ +

(1− θ) pA − θk (1− θ)
1− θk

]
=

= pA

[
θ + (1− θ) pA − θk

1− θk

]
,

which is in agreement with (5).
Similarly putting J = 2, mA = 1 and mB = 1 in the

formula (8) we get

P(AB) = 2
(1− θ) pA (1− θ) pB

(1− θ) (1− θ + θ (1− k))
= 2pApB

1− θ
1− θk

,

which agrees with formula (6).

8 Aplication of Beta-binomial
Formula

Using the formula (8) we can also deduce the proba-
bility of observing certain allele given by our knowledge
of previous alleles observing:

P(mj+1|m1, . . . ,mj , . . . ,mJ) =
(1− θ) pj +mjθ (1− k)

1− θ + nθ (1− k)
.

(9)
Denote GC and GS genotype of culprit and suspect

respectively, and generally Gi genotype of person i. Like-
lihood ratio (2) can be rewritten as

Ri =
P (GC = GS = D|Ci)
P (GC = GS = D|G)

=
P (Gi = GS = D)

P (GS = D)
=

= P (Gi = D|GS = D) .

Suppose first that the suspect has a homozygous pro-
file AjAj and with this knowledge calculate the proba-
bility that the suspect has the same homozygous profile:

Ri = P(Gi = AjAj |GS = AjAj) ≡ P(A2
j |A2

j ) =

= P(Aj |A3
j ) · P(Aj |A2

j )

We know how to calculate these conditional probabili-
ties by using (9). First we put mj = n = 2 and then
mj = n = 3, that is

Ri =
[(1− θ) pj + 2θ (1− k)] [(1− θ) pj + 3θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 2θ (1− k)] [1− θ + 3θ (1− k)]
.

Similarly we proceed for a heterozygous profile AjAk:

Ri = P(Gi = AjAk|GS = AjAk) ≡ P(AjAk|AjAk) =

= P(Ak|A2
jA

1
k)P(Aj |A1

jA
1
k) +

+P(Aj |A1
jA

2
k)P(Ak|A1

jA
1
k).

To quantify both expressions on the bottom line we
put mj = 1, n = 2 and mk = 1, n = 3; mk = 1, n = 2 and
mj = 1, n = 3 respectively. In total

Ri = 2
[(1− θ) pj + θ (1− k)] [(1− θ) pk + θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 2θ (1− k)] [1− θ + 3θ (1− k)]
.
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9 DNA Mixtures

If the DNA sample is found to have more than two al-
leles at one locus, it is clear to be a mixture. The number
of contributors to the mixture can be known or estimated,
usually as

⌈
n
2

⌉
where n is the maximum number of alleles

detected. Because of the large number of situations that
may have arised we show for illustration only the case
when the victim (V ) and one other individual contribute
to the mixture.

The likelihood ratio Ri defined by formula (2) can be
rewritten as

Ri =
P (EC , GS , GV |Ci)
P (EC , GS , GV |G)

=

=
P (EC |GS , GV , Ci)
P (EC |GS , GV , G)

· P (GS , GV |Ci)
P (GS , GV |G)

=

=
P (EC |GS , GV , Ci)
P (EC |GS , GV , G)

=
P (EC |GV , Ci)

P (EC |GS , GV , G)
.(10)

Four alleles mixture

First we look at the case where the mixture consists of
four alleles.

Suppose the following conditions apply:

1. None of the individuals are considered relatives to
each other.

2. The population is homogeneous (i.e. θ = 0).

3. The population follows Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium.

Let the mixture be made up of alleles A,B,C,D with
known probabilities of occurrence in the total population
pA, pB , pC , pD and let the suspect have alleles A,B and
the victim C,D respectively. The denominator in the for-
mula (10) is equal to one, the numerator is equal to the
probability of observing the individual with alleles A,B
which is under the above assumptions 2pApB . Therefore,
the likelihood ratio equals to

Ri = 2pApB .

Suppose now that all considered individuals have the
same degree of relatedness to each other expressed by
coancestry coefficient θ. Then according to (9)

Ri = P (AB|ABCD) =

=
2 [(1− θ) pA + θ (1− k)] [(1− θ) pB + θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 4θ (1− k)] [1− θ + 5θ (1− k)]
.

Three alleles mixture

In the case of three alleles in the sample, assuming
at least two contributors to the mixture is also necessary.
Consider alleles A,B,C with probabilities pA, pB , pC . If
the victim is homozygous for allele C, we get the same
results as in the case of a mixture of four alleles.

Let’s assume that the victim is heterozygous with alle-
les A,B. Let the suspect be homozygous for allele C and
conditions 1 to 3 are fulfilled. The denominator of the
formula (10) is again equal to one, the numerator equals
to the probability of observing an individual who has the
allele C and does not have a different allele than A,B or
C. Therefore

Ri = P(AC) + P(BC) + P(CC) =

= 2pApC + 2pBpC + p2C . (11)

To include the population structure we use the formula
(9) again:

Ri = P (AC|ABCC) + P (BC|ABCC) +

+ P (CC|ABCC) =

=
2 [(1− θ) pA + θ (1− k)] [(1− θ) pC + 2θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 4θ (1− k)] [1− θ + 5θ (1− k)]

+
2 [(1− θ) pB + θ (1− k)] [(1− θ) pC + 2θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 4θ (1− k)] [1− θ + 5θ (1− k)]

+
[(1− θ) pC + 3θ (1− k)] [(1− θ) pC + 2θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 4θ (1− k)] [1− θ + 5θ (1− k)]

=
[(1− θ) pC + 2θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 4θ (1− k)]
×

× [(1− θ) (2pA + 2pB + pC) + 7θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 5θ (1− k)]
.

We assumed in the previous calculation that the sus-
pect is homozygous for allele C. If he is heterozygote
with alleles A and C, or B and C respectively, formula
(11) remains unchanged under conditions 1 to 3. If the
population structure is included, we get in both cases the
likelihood ratio

Ri =
[(1− θ) pC + θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 4θ (1− k)]
×

× [(1− θ) (2pA + 2pB + pC) + 8θ (1− k)]

[1− θ + 5θ (1− k)]
.

10 Conclusion

We derived the weight-of-evidence formula and its sim-
plest applications. To include the uncertainty about the
population size we proposed a better approximation than
Balding in ([1]). We showed how to include the subpopu-
lation structure into the model. Here we used new results
from ([6]) which we plan to investigate in more detail in
future.
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Abstract

Objectives: Additional properties of the stochastic neural
circuit model suggested in [1] were studied.
Methods: The performance of the whole circuit when the
system employs a different jitter was studied by extensive
simulations. By performance we mean the time needed to
obtain a reliable estimate of ITD.
Results: It was found that the relation between jitter
and performance is nonlinear and we estimated a plausible
range of jitter values for the model.
Conclusion: To conclude, there exists an upper bound
of the timing jitter since the number of neurons needed
to compensate the injected noise grows exponentially and
above certain jitter values becomes unrealistically high.
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1 Introduction

The way mammalian brain localizes sound azimuth re-
mains a matter of discussion. The current textbook view
is based on the theory of delay lines proposed a long time
ago by [2].

Although there is a strong experimental evidence that
delay lines implemented by the branching pattern of neu-
ronal fibers are present in the Nucleus Laminaris in birds
[3], experimental evidence for such branching pattern in
the Medial Superior Olive (MSO - counterpart of bird’s
NL) in mammals remain weak [4] and alternative theories
have been proposed [5].

In a specific variant of the slope-encoding model [6]
proposed in [1] the interaural time difference (ITD) is en-
coded by the firing rate of the first binaural neuron. This

rate is driven by coincidence detection of the action po-
tentials coming from time locked ipsi- and contralateral
inputs shifted by ITD and additional jitter added to the
system. Under certain conditions each ITD value corre-
sponds to a unique value of the firing rate, thus the imag-
inary observer monitoring output of such a neuron is able
to estimate ITD only by interpolation from its firing rate.

The role of noise in this model is ambiguous. On the
one hand it allows a finer distribution of recognized ITD
values, on the other hand higher values deteriorate the
estimation performance of the circuit.

This performance decline was indicated in [1] for two
circuits with different jitter. The aim of this report is to
extend the previous result and show quantitatively how
jitter affects performance of the whole range of circuits
defined by different jitter values.
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2 Methods

The circuit operates at an abstract level of description
without explicit membrane potential regarding spikes as
single time point events and consists of several consecutive
processing stages (see Fig. 1):

Figure 1: Scheme of successive processing stages of the circuit.

• A generator of action potentials simulates time-
locked inputs, impulses from the contralateral side
are shifted in time by ITD value. The frequency of
generation is set to 140 Hz as in the previous study.

• A jitter generator which represents noise occurring
in the circuit during the signal transmission along
the auditory pathway. It is parametrized by a sin-
gle value. It should be noted that each different
parameter value defines a different circuit since it
changes the characteristic ITD interpolation curve
used for interpolation. Together with the spike
generator they can be considered as a very sim-
plified counterpart to the auditory pathway up to
the MSO (where the signal from the left and right
ear used for sound localization based on low sound
frequencies converges). In this stage each spike is
shifted in time by small random jitter ∆ which is
parametrized by jitter magnitude J , more precisely
∆ = J(B(2, 4) − 0.5), where B(a, b) is a random
variable from the beta distribution with parameters
a, b.

• A coincidence detector representing the first binau-
ral neuron. It generates a new spike only in case two
input spikes occur within a short time window and
in a specific order when contralateral spike precedes
the ipsilateral one.

• An observer which collects output of the previous
processing stages and estimates the ITD value com-
puted by the circuit. It can be seen as a counterpart
of higher processing stages which measure how much

information can, in principle, be obtained from the
rate coded presented by a single binaural neuron.

Details of the stages above are identical to those in [1]
except for one important feature. Fixed parameters of the
circuit define the ITD interpolation curve as seen in Fig.
2. In our previous study this curve was carefully fitted to
a fixed sinusoidal function and the inverse of this function
was used to interpolate ITD from estimated firing rate.

In Fig. 2 we can see how jitter J dramatically changes
this curve. Since we will use the whole range of different
jitter values we cannot rely on the fitted function any-
more and we shall use directly this interpolation curve.
Conceptually, this is not adding anything new, however,
it leads to additional computational difficulties - for each
jitter value a circuit ITD curve must be recomputed anew
and an inverse mapping from firing rate to ITD must use
a more elaborate interpolation mechanism since the curve
is not locally strictly monotonous.

Figure 2: ITD interpolation curves for circuits with a differ-
ent jitter value. Each firing rate value corresponds to an ITD
value and is uniquely determined in case the function is strictly
increasing in the ITD values under scrutiny. We see that in-
creasing jitter leads to smaller slopes of the interpolation curve
and we expect a deteriorated circuit performance for higher jit-
ter values.

3 Results

Each jitter value defines a new circuit and after com-
puting its interpolation curve we let the circuit estimate
a single ITD value while observing how the estimate de-
velops in time. This way we obtain asymptotic behaviour
for each circuit, see Fig. 3.

From psychophysical experiments we know that the
precision of azimuth estimation in a human is appro-
ximately 4◦ in the head-on direction [7]. We define that
the time needed for reliable estimation of ITD is identical
with the last-passage-time (LPT) of the 4◦ precision re-
gion, see the area delineated by horizontal dotted lines in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Asymptotic behaviour of ITD estimation produced by observer for selected values of jitter J . The original azimuth
was selected as ITD = 0. Horizontal lines delineate the region when desired precision of ITD estimate was achieved (±2◦).
For each line we can define the last passage time (LPT) when the function enters the region and remains inside of it. We see
that increasing jitter leads to the increase of LPT value. Each line is an averaged function from 1000 simulation runs.

Figure 4: Dependence of last-passage-times on different jitter values. On the right hand side the same plot in logarithmic scale.
We fit ffit(x) in such a way to be as close as possible in the interval of 0.1 - 10 s of LPT. This will be subsequently used for
relating plausible jitter ranges, see text.

In this way we obtain unique LPT for each circuit with
specific jitter value, as plotted in Fig. 4. As we can see,
the functional dependence is nonlinear and can be appro-
ximately fitted by ffit(x) = e1.9(x−1.25) − 0.2.

Obtained circuit’s LPT time tA corresponds to the pro-
cessing time of a single binaural neuron in MSO needed to
estimate ITD. Because the auditory pathway consists of
many parallel fibers and processing of the signal is simul-
taneous, we used the ergodic hypothesis in our previous
study.

In short, we assume that when a single neuron of this
type requires the time tA, n neurons working in parallel
need the time tA/n to produce equivalent information sub-
sequently used in higher stages of the pathway (repre-
sented by the concept of the observer).

The number of binaural neurons working in parallel
is difficult to estimate but does not exceed hundreds of
units. Next, we know from psychophysical experiments
that the time tA needed for azimuth estimation ranges
around 150 - 300 ms in human subjects [8].

This allows us at least to connect specific jitter value
J with the required number of neurons n in order to ob-
tain tA (let us fix tA = 0.2 s). By employing the er-
godic hypothesis we get tA = LPT (J)

n and from fitting
ffit(J)LPT (J), hence

n =
ffit(J)

tA
=

e1.9(J−1.25) − 0.2

0.2
. (1)

To sum up, we obtain that the physiologically plausible
range of simultaneously working neurons n ∈ [1; 100] cor-
responds to jitter range J ∈ [0.7; 2.8], which also implies
plausible jitter values for the canonical set of parameters
of this model.

4 Discussion

Irregularities in spike timings observed in physiologi-
cal recordings were originally thought to be the result of
neuronal cells unreliability and it was assumed that the
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firing-rate neural coding scheme is used because of its ro-
bustness against the noise present in neuronal activity.
Later decades have shown that what was often considered
as erratic behaviour was rather a misunderstanding of the
transmitted code [9] and it turned out that neurons are
capable of reliable and precise spike timing [10] needed
for so-called temporal coding. Coincidence detection of
precisely timed input spikes is an important concept in
theories of binaural hearing and we suggested one variant
of such a model in a stochastic neural circuit in [1].

This time we focused specifically on the role of jitter.
In the previous study the jitter parameter was fixed to
J = 1 ms which is in a good agreement with experimental
findings [11]. Here we took a further step and estimated a
range of possible values based on circuit performance. We
should, however, note that this analysis is bound to the
canonical set of basic circuit parameters. For example,
the spike generator frequency also has an impact on the
overall performance of the circuit; in the previous study
we employed a more detailed model of the auditory peri-
phery [12] and we could observe a decrease of overall per-
formance of the circuit. This result cannot be, however, so
easily incorporated since one processing stage (bushy cells
layer) is missing. There are indications that this layer is
able to provide better time locking and consequently im-
prove coincidence detection in binaural neurons — that
can be another example of a somewhat unexpected ob-
servation that higher processing stages of neural circuity
increase the accuracy of phase locking [13].

Another problematic point is that the number of pa-
rallel circuits employed in ITD estimation is not exper-
imentally known. This parallelism would have a strong
impact on the overall performance as well, and we have
at least shown the correspondence between jitter and the
required number of neurons (or vice versa). By employ-
ing the ergodic hypothesis we can conclude that due to
(1) the number of neurons needed to compensate the in-
jected noise grows exponentially and above certain jitter
values becomes unrealistically high. This gives us an ap-
proximate upper bound of jitter allowed for this type of
circuit.
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Abstract

Background: Mathematical modelling in medicine (physi-
ology) takes place in research, clinical practice and learning.
There are several suitable modelling languages and tools for
physiological model implementation. Graphical simulators
are created in order to make models used in teaching more
illustrative.
Objectives: It is important to make model developers’
cooperation easier. For this reason it should be possible
to interconnect models written in different languages. E-
learning simulators must be well available for students and
teachers. Necessity to install the application can be an ob-
struction. Methods for sharing models written in Modelica
language should be enhanced.
Methods: Standardised interface FMI allows interconnec-
tion of models written in different languages. E-learning
models are developed on .NET platform. It enables them
to run in web browser. The editor for models written in
Modelica is being developed. It will run in browser and will
be interconnected with web based model repository.
Results: Simulation runtime, solver and simulation centre
was implemented in .NET languages. They are used in web
e-learning applications. They will be also used together
with web-based model repository, that is being developed
now.

Ing. Jan Šilar

Conclusions: New tools will simplify model creation and
interconnection. They will also improve collaboration of
model developers.
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1 Introduction

Many scientists and physicians in the whole world deal
with physiological modelling. Modelling is used particu-
larly in areas like genetics, proteomics, pharmacokinetics,
physiology of organ systems etc.

It is important for scientists to be able to cooperate
well and share results of their work. Sharing models by
lengthy descriptions in journal articles is not always suf-
ficient. It is impossible to describe the complex model
with all details in the article. Sharing implemented mo-
dels ready to be simulated on a computer is better. It

is important to choose a language that can describe the
model’s mathematical relations in an accurate as well as
understandable manner. The goal is to make even a com-
plex and complicated model easy to understand.

2 Languages and Tools

From the mathematical point of view, models can con-
sist of algebraic equations, ordinary differential equations
(ODE) and partial differential equations (PDE). There are
also stochastic models, agent models, neuron networks,
etc. All listed options can also be combined. In this arti-
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cle we concentrate on models based on systems of ordinary
differential equations and algebraic equations (DAE). Se-
veral convenient languages exist to implement these mo-
dels.

Implementing simulation runtime in some general pro-
gramming languages (usually FORTRAN or C), that com-
bines the model and a numerical solver is an old approach
but it is sometimes still utilised. This makes the creation
of a solver tailored for the particular model possible. Va-
rious numerical methods, different time steps etc. may be
used for each equation of the model to make simulation
faster and more precise. This approach was convenient in
times when computer performance was significantly lower
than today. This was actually the only possibility when
no specialised simulating tools and languages were yet
developed. The disadvantage is that the model and the
solver are merged in one code. It is necessary to imple-
ment numerical methods to solve equations with each new
model. This is very labour-intensive and demands knowl-
edge of numerical mathematics. The main disadvantage
is a lack of clarity. The model equations are being lost in
the clutter of the code.

It is more suitable to use one of the domain specific lan-
guages (i.e. a language focused on the specific issue) for
the DAE model description. These languages use either a
block oriented or an acausal approach or their combina-
tion [2, 5].

Block oriented languages (also called signal or causal
languages) describe a model using functional blocks.
These blocks have inputs and outputs that are used for
their interconnection. Individual blocks may for example
represent common mathematical operations such as ad-
dition, multiplication, integration or many other mathe-
matical functions. The signal passes through these blocks,
where it is being modified. Like this the equations are al-
ready clearer. The functional blocks stand for equations
and the connections between them stand for the variables.

If we find a feedback (i.e. the input is being fed by
an output dependant on this input) in the block oriented
model, we call this situation an algebraic loop, see Fig-
ure 1.

Figure 1: Algebraic loop.

Some algebraic loops can be solved by simulation tools,
some represent very complex computational issues and
some are insoluble altogether.

The most used and also the most refined block
oriented1 simulation language, also used in physiology
[3], is Simulink by Mathworks company2. The obvi-
ous disadvantage is its dependency on the commercial
Simulink/Matlab tool. Another example of a commer-
cial signal modelling tool also utilised in the physiology
field is LabView [7, 4].

Acausal languages work with equations. Unlike in the
block oriented approach, there is no need to identify which
variable is calculated from which equation. The equations
constitute a system of equations, which is being solved
all at once. This best represents the mathematical ap-
proach. The equations are clearly visible in the imple-
mented model. The following languages are closer to the
acausal approach.

There are several open languages directly focusing
on biological simulations. The first is the SBML3 [1]
(Systems Biology Markup Language), a markup language
based on XML. MathML is used for the description of
equations. The models being created can be put together
from components (submodels), which increases clarity.
The next advantage is the possible usage of one compo-
nent in various models. There are many tools available
for model creation and simulation in this language. The
SBML language is particularly designed for chemical re-
action modelling (genetics, proteomics, enzyme chemical
reactions, metabolic pathways). Another very similar lan-
guage is CellML4 and is designed for cell simulation. It is
being developed at the Auckland university. The CellML
project contains a storage space, where models by diffe-
rent authors are shared5 [10].

JSim [9] is a modelling tool, which came into being as
a part of the Physiome Project6. It uses its own text lan-
guage MML (Mathematical Modeling Language) for the
model description. The tool can also cooperate well with
SBML and CellML languages. JSim can work with mo-
dels based on ODE, PDE and discrete7 equations. JSim
is running partially on the client computer and partially
on the server. The Physiome project also includes a web-
based model repository.

Modelica is an acausal object-oriented language aimed
at complex physical system modelling. It was developed
by an international organisation Modelica Association.
The language can model hybrid systems described with al-
gebraic, differential and discrete equations. Libraries with
predefined blocks that model several physical and techni-
cal elements (e.g. electrical, mechanical and heat compo-
nents, mathematical functions etc.) are a part of the lan-
guage. Well known commercial modelling and simulation
environments are Dymola and MathModelica. MathMo-
delica enables direct interconnection with the integrated
computational system Mathematica.

1Acausal libraries have been arising in Simulink recently, e.g.
Simscape.

2http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink/
3http://www.sbml.org
4http://www.cellml.org

5http://models.cellml.org/cellml
6http://www.physiome.org
7Discrete equations are often used to describe phenomena where

values of certain quantities or even whole equations are being altered
depending on some conditions (usually inequalities).
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OpenModelica is the most widely used open environ-
ment. It is developed by Open Source Modelica Consor-
tium in cooperation with Linköping University and other
10 universities and 14 companies. Part of the OpenMo-
delica software package are several tools: OMEdit – gra-
phical tool for creation of models, OMC – compiler of
Modelica, OMShell – tool for simulation and other ac-
tions with models from command line, OMNotebook –
for teaching Modelica (creates similar notebooks as Math-
ematica.), OMOptim – for model optimisation and others.

It is possible either to write the model textually from
scratch or use and connect blocks from Modelica libraries
or to create your own blocks. The complete model is trans-
lated in C. It is further compiled with runtime and nume-
rical solver into an executable application. Everything is
of course done automatically.

OMEdit also contains a simulation centre, that can
run models, plot results into graphs etc. OMEdit can even
simulate interactively, i.e. it allows a user to change model
parameter values during simulation and directly observe
effects of these changes.

3 FMI

It is obvious that many different simulation languages
and tools are used. It is often purposeful, because to de-
scribe certain problems, some languages are more suitable
than others. Standardised interface FMI8 (Functional
Mock-up Interface) was designed in order to make coope-
ration of different simulating tools and languages possi-
ble. The interface enables creating a model in one tool
and running it in another. It also enables co-simulation,
i.e. creating a model consisting of several interconnected
submodels written in different simulation languages.

FMI defines interface in C language to be implemented
by functions that represent specific model equations. In-
terface implemented with a particular model is called
FMU (Functional Mock-up Unit). Functions of FMU are
called by the numerical solver in every time step of the
calculation. Models are distributed in zip archive, that
contains in addition to FMU files also standardised XML
file with description of the model. The FMU files in the
archive might be either in source code in C or translated
into DLL.

Many simulation tools support FMI. The most com-
mon are e.g. Dymola, Matlab/Simulink, JModelica and
CATIA. FMI support in OpenModelica is in development.

4 Models on Web

Creation of e-learning applications for medicine [6]
based on physiological models is one of the main goals
of the Laboratory of Biocybernetics and Computer Aided
Teaching at First Faculty of Medicine, Charles University

in Prague. These applications are intended mostly for stu-
dents of medicine, but applications for biology teaching at
elementary and high schools will be developed, too.

Representation of the model should be as instructive
as possible. Description with equations and visualisation
of results in graphs is not suitable. The model is there-
fore supplemented with graphical user interface, that rep-
resents individual components of the model (usually or-
gans), their mutual interaction and current state, see Fig-
ure 2. Students can understand the physiological meaning
of the model and the principle of the demonstrated effects
far better this way. The interconnected model and gra-
phical interface is called simulator.

Figure 2: A simple systemic circulation simulator.

Modelica language is used to implement models in this
laboratory. In order to remove barriers in simulator utili-
sation for students and teachers, they are being developed
on the .NET platform. This enables for them to be run
directly in the web browser [8], using plugin Silverlight,
which is already a part of Windows9.

To make this possible, the OMC (Open Modelica Com-
piler) has been expanded in such a way, that it enables
model translation also into the C# language and the run-
time and numerical solver have been implemented in the
F# language. C# is directly supported by Silverlight.
For F# support the F# runtime needs to be installed.

8http://www.modelisar.com/
9For Linux and Mac OS there is an alternative opensource plugin

Moonlight.
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Subsequently, all models run directly in the web browser
without a need for further installations.

A long term goal of the laboratory is to build up a
sophisticated web based repository of physiological mo-
dels. A simulation centre was implemented to make pos-
sible solving any model of the repository directly in a web
browser. This application allows user to set parameters
and initial conditions of model and run the computation.

Selected quantities are plotted into a graph during
computation. It is even possible to change parameters
of the model on the fly. Creation of the web based Mode-
lica editor has been proposed. Implementation of the
new Modelica compiler in .NET languages would be too
labour-intensive, therefore the translation will be realised
on the server side.

This web-based simulation tool will be directly inter-
connected with the model repository. This will enable
anybody to run the models as well as modify them or
create new ones. By doing that the repository will con-
tinually be growing.

5 Conclusion

There are many languages suitable for physiological
model description. Some of them are directly aimed at
biological and medical simulations. Some languages and
simulation tools are compatible and can cooperate. In-
creasingly more modelling tools support the FMI inter-
face, which enables such compatibility. In order to make
simulation tools and models even more widely available,
a creation of an innovated model editor in Modelica lan-
guage has been proposed. This editor will run in a web
browser and will have a direct access to the web model
repository. For this purpose, Modelica compiler was al-
ready extended and new simulation runtime, solver10and
simulation centre was implemented.
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Abstract

Background: Osteogenesis imperfecta is an inherited dis-
order particularily of a human connective tissue. It is a
worldwide extensive disorder regardless of age, gender or
ethnic group. At present the disease includes nine clinically
different types. Typical clinical features are brittle bones,
high frequency of fractures and bone deformities. The
other observed signs are blue sclera, dentinogenesis im-
perfect and otosclerosis. The first four types of the disease
arise from mutations in collagen type I genes, composed
from COL1A1 and COL1A2 chains. A result of these mu-
tations is the production of shortened or structurally de-
fective protein. Individuals affected by OI forms V to IX
have mutations in proteins encoded by following genes:
CRTAP, LEPRE1, PPIB, FKBP10. Collagenous types of
the illness exhibit a broad range of severity depending on
type and mutation localization in the structure of the col-
lagen type I.
Objectives and Methods: The aim of this study is the
description of the clinical forms of the disease, identifying
mutations and polymorphisms of genes of the collagen type
I by a molecular genetic analysis of genomic DNA of Czech
OI patients.
Results: Currently in the Czech population there are de-
scribed mutations and polymorphisms only of MLBR2 re-
gion, namely exons 31, 33 and 36 and introns 32 and 39,
of the COL1A1 gene of 25 OI patients.

Mgr. Lucie Šormová

Conclusion: It is important to perform a further mole-
cular genetic analysis of both collagen type I genes for the
detection of the widest possible mutational spectrum for
determination of possible genotype phenotype relationship
of affected individuals.
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1 Introduction

Osteogenesis imperfecta, type I-IV, is an inherited dis-
order of the connective tissue formation, especially of
bones, joints and skin. Clinical features of this disease are
bone fragility, high frequency of fractures, bone deformity,
joint hypermobility, subnormal or short stature, dentino-
genesis imperfecta (DI), bluish/greyish hue of sclera, hear-

ing lose in adulthood, vascular, neurological and pul-
monary complications and some other [30]. Presentation
of these characters vary according to the type of a disease,
but also within the same type of an illness. The incidence
of non-lethal forms of the disease, so called OI tarda in-
volving types I, III and IV, is reported in the range of 1:
25 000 to 1: 40 000 live births. The incidence of lethal
type of this disorder - OI type II (known as OI congenita),
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is featured in the ratio 1: 60 000 live births [10]. Cur-
rently, OI is classified into nine clinically different types
(I – IX). Only the first four types are associated with
collagen type I mutations. Collagen type I is the major
protein of bone, tendon and skin. It is composed of two
alpha1(I) chains (encoded by COL1A1 gene) and one al-
pha2(I) chain (encoded by COL1A2 gene). The mutations
of these two genes have the result in decreased production
of the protein or in synthesis of structurally defective col-
lagen molecules [13].

2 Osteogenesis Imperfecta
Classification

Based on clinical signs the first OI classification from
David Sillence (created in 1979) distinguished four types
of the disease (I-IV). In the past, related to the develop-
ment methods of analysis, such as molecular-genetic tech-
niques and histological findings, new forms were identified
in the IV group of OI - OI type V-IX [13]. The disease
exhibits a wide spectrum of clinical and radiological signs
and varies in severity from mild to perinatal lethal forms.
Inheritance is mainly autosomal dominant (AD), but there
are some types with the autosomal recessive (AR) type of
the inheritance [16].

2.1 OI Type I

This autosomal dominant type is the mildest form of
OI. Patiens do not have deformed bones and achieve nor-
mal or smaller growth. Fracture frequency is constant
during childhood, decreases after puberty and then in-
creases after menopause of women and after the sixth
decade of men. Mild scoliosis resulting from vertebral
fractures is very common for this type [18]. Another usual
but not characteristic sign is blue sclera (intensity does
not change with age) [30]. Affected individuals can have
dentinogenesis imperfecta, mild joint hypermobility, ten-
dency to bruising and suffer from partial or total hearing
loss [20]. Based on the presence of DI we distinguish OI
type IA (absence DI) and OI type IB (presence DI). Pa-
tients diagnosed with the type IB may have mild bowing
of long bones of limbs. OI type I is a result of COL1A1
or COL1A2 genes mutations [13, 15].

2.2 OI Type II

OI type II is the lethal type of OI with high frequence
of stillborns and perinatal mortality (up to 80% infants
die during the first week of life). Survival of the perinatal
period is rare [4]. These individuals offen die of a lung fail-
ure. Their bones are severely deformed, multiple fractures
occur already in the perinatal period. The extremities are
significantly short. Infants have a triangular face, blue
or grey sclera and extremly large and soft cranium [13].
Based on radiographic features we distinguish type IIA

(characterized by short and deformed long bones of lower
limbs, short, deformed and continuously expanded ribs,
dark blue sclera, and macrocephaly), IIB (which is similar
to the type A, but individuals have small head circumfe-
rence, shallow orbit and white or bluish sclerae) and IIC
(this type differs by the presence of deformities and low
bone density especially of ribs and long bones of limbs)
[1, 25]. OI types IIA and IIC are inherited by the AD
manner and are caused by COL1A1 or COL1A2 genes
changes [4]. OI type IIB results from CRTAP gene mu-
tations. It is the autosomal recessive form of OI type II
[1].

2.3 OI Type III

OI type III is the most severe form of OI. The first
fractures occur in uterus and at birth. Patients have sub-
normal stature with short extremities compared to the
body, deformed short and long bones. Other distinctive
signs include a triangular face, DI, blue sclera which usu-
ally turn to white with age, barrel shaped chest, weak
muscles and severe scoliosis [16]. Radiographic findings
of infants demonstrate undermineralized calvarium with
Wormians bones, of adult detect osteopenia and popcorn-
like calcification, especially metaphyseal and epiphyseal.
This calcification disrupts the growth plate and reduces
growth of long bones, especially femurs. Metaphyses of
long bones are broad, diaphysis are thin. Osteopenia and
joint hypermobility often lead to kyphoscoliosis. Basilar
impression can occur in some cases. The patients require
a wheelchair and crutches. Genetic transmission is auto-
somal dominant. This OI type is caused by mutations in
collagen type I genes [13].

2.4 OI Type IV

OI type IV is the highly heterogeneous form of this
disease. There is considerable intra- and interfamilial he-
terogenity. Individuals can be mildly to severely affected.
Their stature is variable short. The first fractures can oc-
cure at birth. Bones are mildly to severely deformed with
popcorn-like calcification that is less common as in the
type III. Patients have white sclera, although bluish and
grayish color is also described.

Otosclerosis occurs in some cases. Based on presence
of DI, OI type IV is divided into two types: type IVA (ab-
sence of DI) and IVB (presence of DI). Osteoporosis and
scoliosis are common radiographic signs. Determination
of basilar impression is more typical than in the type III.
This type of OI disease results from autosomal dominant
COL1A1 or COL1A2 mutations [12].

OI types V, VI, VII, VIII and IX are newly-described
forms of this disorder. Their origin is not in mutations of
collagen type I genes. The molecular nature of these types
are mutations of genes FKBP10 (OI type VI), CRTAP (OI
type VII), LEPRE 1 (OI type VIII) and PPIB (OI type
IX). Genetic nature of osteogenesis imperfecta type V is
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unknown. All of these types (V-IX) are inherited in an
autosomal recessive manner [13].

3 Collagen Type I

Type I collagen is the most abundant protein of extra-
cellular matrix in connective tissue, primarily in bones.
It is a heterotrimer which is composed of two alpha1(I)
chains, encoded by COL1A1 gene which is located at
17q21.3-q22 position of chromosome 17, and of one al-
pha2(I) chain that is encoded by COL1A2 gene on chro-
mosome 7 at locus 7q21.3-q22.1. COL1A1 gene is con-
sisted of 51 exons, the coding sequence of COL1A2 con-
sists of 52 exons. Even so, genetic information of the al-
pha chains is the same size in both of these two genes be-
cause the amino acids 568-603 encode exon 33 of COL1A1
gene, in the COL1A2 gene there are the same amino acid
residues encoded by exons 33 and 34 [7]. Structurally we
distinguish three areas of collagen genes: promoter, the
5 part of the gene which includes the signal sequence for
binding the RNA polymerase and which contains binding
sites of transcription factors, coding sequence carrying the
genetic information of the alpha chain, and terminator,
the 3domain where the polyT sequence and the termina-
tion codons, the termination signals for DNA transcrip-
tion, are situated (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Structure of collagen of the type I genes. Verti-
cal lines represent positions of exons. The exon number 52
(marked in blue) is found only in the COL1A2 gene.

There are some crucial areas of collagen type I genes
promoters that influence DNA transcription. We rank to
them transcription factors binding sites, activating pro-
teins binding sites (such as YY1, c-Krox, IF1, IF2, AP1
and so on) stimulating or suppressing the transcription
and CpG rich sequences of promoter (and of exon 1 and
intron 1) whose methylation is prevented binding of tran-
scription factors [9].

The first form of alpha chain, prepro-alpha chain, is
produced by fibroblasts, osteoblasts or odontoblasts [9].
There are three domains within the structure of prepro-
alpha chain: N-terminal propetide, encoded by exons 1-5
and part of exon 6, helical domain encompassing exons
6-49 and C terminal propeptide encoded by exons 50 and
51 and part of exon 49 [7]. The N-propeptide structure
further consists of signal peptide, von Willebrand factor
binding site and Col 2 binding site of cell-specific pro-
teins (Fig. 2). Pro-alpha chains arise in the endoplasmic
reticulum by splitting the signal peptide and then they are
assembled into procollagen molecules. The folding process

proceeds from the C– to the N–terminus [5]. The subse-
quent extracellular N– and C–propeptides separation (by
N– and C–peptidase) creates the final molecule collagen
type I, which is subject to other posttranslational modifi-
cations such as glycation or hydroxylation of amino acid
residues [9, 23]. The final collagen monomer is terminated
by N– and C–telopeptides [7].

Figure 2: Structure of prepro-collagen typ I molecule. There
are three domains within the N-propeptide structure: orange:
area of the signal peptide - dysplayed in orange, von Wille-
brand factor binding site shown in red, and Col2 binding site
yellow box of the N-propeptide of the prepro-collagen type I
molecule.

The triple-helical region of alpha chains is composed of
338 repeating Gly-X-Y sequences, in which Gly is glycine,
X is frequently proline and Y is often hydroxyproline. It
follows that the amino acid glycine is crucial for correct
folding of collagen monomers due to inter-chains links
production [28]. The main function of the proline and
hydroxyproline is to stabilize the elongated nature of the
alpha chains and to increase denaturation temperature of
the protein [3, 24].

Collagen monomers are assembled into the collagen
microfibrils and these into collagen fibrils. The basic re-
peat structure of collagen fibrils is called D-period. This
period contains whole sequence of the monomer. It is
67nm long and is composed of one overlap and one gap
zone (Fig. 3) [8].

Figure 3: D-period of the type I collagen fibril.

3.1 Multi Ligand Binding Regions (MLBR)
of the Collagen Type I Protein

There are several ligand binding sites situated at the
level of collagen monomer. There are three hot spots on
the alpha1 and alpha2 chains defined by codons 81200
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(MLBR1), 682830 (MLBR2) and 9211040 (MLBR3) [26].
These sequences bind integrines that bind extracellular
matrix molecules [26], keratan sulphate proteoglycans and
dermatan sulphate proteoglycans, regulators of the fibro-
genesis and formation of the inter-fibrils interactions and
protectors of the fibrils against proteolytic damage [20].
COMP (Cartillage oligomeric matrix protein), fibronectin
ensuring collagen type I molecules adhesion [8], Hsp47
(heat-shock protein 47) that serves to thermal stabiliza-
tion of the helix during procollagen synthesis, helps to
folding and assembly of procollagen molecules and partic-
ipates in the transport of structurally unaffected molecules
from the endoplasmatic reticulum [27], belong also to li-
gands of collagen of the type I. Finally, the other impor-
tant extracellular matrix proteins interacting with the col-
lagen type I molecules are phosphophoryn inducing dentin
matrix mineralization [6], osteonectin that binds extracel-
lular matrix proteins, regulates production and storage of
some extracellular matrix molecules or inhibits cell cycle
[2, 11], von Willebrand factor, protein affecting platelet
function [22], and some more.

Generally, binding of extracellular matrix molecules to
molecules of collagen of the type I increases strenght and
elasticity of bone tissue [26].

4 Molecular Basis and
Genotype-Phenotype Correlation
of Osteogenesis Imperfecta,
Type I-IV

Types I-IV of osteogenesis imperfecta are the result of
collagen type I genes (COL1A1 and COL1A2) mutations.
Essentially, mutations of these two genes manifest in two
ways: 1) synthesis of a decreased number of alpha chains,
2) production of structurally defective protein.

Production of a decreased amount of collagen fibrils
is associated with nondeforming OI type I. This type of
OI disease results from null mutations, a single nucleotide
substitutions, that lead to the STOP codons formation
(presence of STOP codons terminates DNA transcrip-
tion). Decreased expression of the protein also may result
from genetic changes in splice-sites of pre-mRNA, pro-
vided that these one result in intron retention in mRNA
or in STOP codon formation [16].

Deforming types of osteogenesis imperfecta, types II,
III and IV, arise based on mutations affecting the struc-
ture of collagen. These changes are in 80% missense
mutation (glycine substitution), the remaining 20% are
frameshift mutations including deletion/insertion of one
and more nucleotides (number not divisible by three) and
splice-site mutations resulting in exon skipping or in new
splice-sites production [13].

In terms of genotype-phenotype relationship, several
links were defined. Severity of the disorder increases from
N to C terminus of alpha chains. This relationship applies
to MLBR regions. Specifically, MLBR 1 mutations result

in mild to severe forms of OI while clinical pictures of
MLBR 2 and 3 changes are primarily OI II and III types.
Furthermore, there are eight lethal regions of the alpha2
chain (all of them are located in proteoglycans binding
sites of the collagen fibrils) [26]. Regardless, lethal muta-
tions are located rather in the alpha1 chain (about 35.6%
glycine substitutions cause lethal OI) than in the alpha2
chain (only 19% are lethal) [13].

5 Current Knowledge of
Osteogenesis Imperfecta
Treatment

Treatment of patients diagnosed by OI includes to us-
ing medicaments, surgery, orthotic treatment and reha-
bilitation. Recently, in the medical treatment the most
widely used medicament are bisphosphonates. Effect of
the bisphosphonates is reduction of the bone turnover with
subsequent increase of the bone density but not the im-
proving of the structure of the collagen type I molecules
[13, 19].

Surgical treatment is mainly performed to correct de-
formities and to reduce the bone brittleness as the result
of bad bowing and to improve the physical condition of the
individual. It includes osteotomy, intramedullary fixation
due nails, wires, pins and other or spinal fusion with Har-
rington rod [20, 29]. Surgical intervention is also one of the
possible solutions of otosclerosis in which the patients un-
dergo stapedectomy (surgical removal of the stapes). The
non-invasive therapy involves the use of orthotic trunk and
limbs orthoses to correct scoliosis and mild limb deforma-
tions, such as genua valga or vara. Individuals suffering
from hearing loss use a cochlear implant to improve its
hearing. Patients are also advised to perform light physi-
cal activity (swimming, walking in water, Nordic walking)
to strengthen the weakened muscles [17].

Recently gene and cell therapies are a current issue in
the treatment of this disease. The essence of cell therapy is
the transplantation of bone marrow matched donors. Nor-
mal osteoblasts formed by marrow donors have the ability
to replace the mutant osteoblasts. OI patients who have
undergone a cell therapy show an increase in a bone mi-
neral content and an increase in body height. The aim of
a gene therapy is to prevent expression of mutated alleles.
This is achieved by binding of complementary antisense
DNA/RNA fragments or hammerhead ribozymes to ab-
normal pre-mRNA. The intention is to prevent transla-
tion of this pre-mRNA and its subsequent degradation. A
gene therapy using these mechanisms results in the con-
version of severe types of OI in mild forms of the disease.
Another approach in a gene therapy can be modification
of mesenchymal stem cells of OI patients in vitro and con-
sequent returning of these cells to the individuals. Using a
gene therapy to treat OI currently has one obstacle. That
is the small number of known mutations of genes of col-
lagen type I. Thus, the creation of fragments, the use of
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rRNA, or modification of stem cells of affected individu-
als is currently very difficult because of the high mutation
spectrum of OI [13, 14].

6 Conclusion

Osteogenesis imperfecta is a heterogeneous disorder
with a wide spectrum of clinical characters and a large
genetic diversity. Determination of genotype-phenotype
relationship is a permanent problem because the same mu-
tation may present different phenotypes among unrelated
individuals also in members of one family with the same
form of this disorder. The reason is the wide spectrum
of clinical signs of identical mutations. Currently, 10% of
all mutations that alter the glycine codon is described. In
the future it is important to detect a lot of collagen of
the type I mutations using the molecular genetic analysis
to determination of the genotype-phenotype correlation in
patiens diagnosed by OI types I-IV. For this purpose the
method of laser microdissection of affected tissue can be
also used. This method can detect a specific mutations
affecting bone formation.

The analysis of genes of the collagen type I should be
aimed primarily at multi ligand binding regions (MLBR1-
3), because changes in these sequences may prevent the
creation of intra- or extramolecular bonds important for
the quality of a bone structure, and at COL1A1 and
COL1A2 regions of participating genes, important for ini-
tiation and process of the transcription.

Recently, the molecular genetic analysis (comprising
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and double-sided se-
quencing) focused on the part of the COL1A1 gene, con-
taining MLBR2 region, in 25 Czech patients affected by
OI type I-IV had carried out. We observed mutations in
DNA samples of seven Czech patients. Four of these pa-
tients are affected by OI type IA, one patient suffering
from OI type III and two patients were diagnosed with OI
type IVB. All determined changes in our sample collection
are single nucleotide mutations that result in either amino
acid substitution, STOP codon production or the muta-
tions do not alter the reading frame. Mutations of coding
sequence were observed in exons 31, 33 and 36. Of these
mutations only Gly523Cys, Gly526Cys and Arg519STOP
were described in literature. Two non-coding sequence
modifications were observed in introns 32 and 39. Both of
these two intronic mutations were detected in two patients
affected with OI type IA and in one patient diagnosed with
OI type IVB.

Currently, we collect a biological material (venous
blood and bone grafts) of Czech OI patients for the mole-
cular genetic analysis of other important regions of the
COL1A1 gene and for subsequent COL1A2 gene analysis.
In the future it is important to perform the molecular ge-
netic analysis of complete sequences of both collagen type
I genes and subsequently to compare the clinical manifes-
tations of the disease in patients having the same form of
OI and the same change in DNA. This is crutial for the

correct diagnosis of the type of the disease and for provi-
sion of timely treatment of affected patients to limitation
potential health problems associated with osteogenesis im-
perfecta.
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Abstract

Background: Hospital Information Systems widely used
in departments of university hospitals are not sufficient for
both storing data about patients treatment and long-term
research. Clinicians often use custom-developed applica-
tions which are maintained without any cooperation with
the management of the hospitals and mostly break law in
the Czech Republic.
Objectives: This article describes using such an applica-
tion in cooperation with the Hospital Information System.
It also describes an example of a research of cost effective-
ness thyroid gland diseases treatment using Radioiodine
131I in outpatient regime compared to hospitalization or
an alternative surgery.
Methods: The database application is developed in Visual
Basic. The research studies the treatment by the Radioio-
dine 131I in 45 patients. We evaluated the financial cost of
radioiodine therapy in the outpatient regime and hospita-
lization compared with a surgery.
Results: The financial costs for 1 patient is 114 EUR, it
means 16% if compared with the same treatment in a hos-
pital and only 25% of the possible alternative operation.

Mgr. Zdeněk Telička

Conclusion: This study describes that the treatment by
outpatient regime can be a motivating alternative com-
pared to the treatment by 131I at a hospital or even the
surgery.
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Thyroid gland, cost effectiveness, Radioiodine, hospital in-
formation system, database
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1 Introduction

At the General University Hospital in Prague, there
is used one Hospital Information System (HIS) for man-
aging the patients’ health documentation and for storing
the laboratory results. The largest problem of the HIS is
in its universality, because it has limitations when used at
university hospitals, where the physician also needs to use
some information system for long-term research purposes.

Since the HIS stores the progress of the patients’ treat-
ment in a form of text-based medical records, nearly each

physician at various departments maintains its own dupli-
cate databases in various forms, from easy made spread-
sheets tables to some small file-based databases. Advance
of these custom-made databases is in its structure.

The data are stored in particular fields and clinicians
find this solution much more useful for evaluating some
research data in patients watched in long-term studies.
Also we see two disadvantages:

• Maintaining of custom databases at hospitals by cli-
nicians is often without any cooperation with the
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Figure 1: Ultrasonography module.

management and the IT department of the hospi-
tals. This may lead to violation of law [1].

• Duplicity of the physician’s work. The physician
is using two applications simultaneously - Hospital
Information System and his/her own application.
Those applications mostly are not connected in any
way, so each record must be manually typed twice,
etc.

In this work I would like to show that custom-made
databases can be very helpful for both research and pa-
tients treatment without any large requirements for cli-
nicians work with PC.

2 Example of Using the
Application During Medical
Treatment

One of the examples is the module developed in the
custom application, the ultrasonography module. Du-
ring the ultrasonography examination, the clinician uses
mainly the developed module which is connected with
the Graphical client of the Hospital Information System.
We used the standard programming interface of the Win-
dows API. This gives the module ability to read data

from opened record in the Hospital Information System
[2]. This provides a clinician a comfort in using these two
applications together. The clinicians simply open the pa-
tient’s record in the HIS and the developed module can
automatically search this record in its own database or
create a new one.

Also, this application has a secured database. It is
saved in a hospital data-store system which is accessible
using the Windows Domain. So only the selected physi-
cians have access to the data. This was performed with
the cooperation with the IT Department of the hospital.

For clinicians, the advantage of this custom-made mo-
dule is in two important things:

1. Data of the graphic examinations are stored in
quantitative-based structural information. These
results can be easily searched for any criteria. This
is not currently possible in the HIS since the medical
record is based on natural text-based sentences.

2. The clinician also needs to write the medical re-
port in the HIS. This is performed automatically
in the developed module. Using the Visual Basic
programming language, there is automatically gen-
erated medical record in a natural language with
data based from the application. We used fact, that
the ultrasonography examination is mostly a repet-
itive work, mostly with rotation of given terms. Of
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Table 1: Cost of particular treatments (Prices in EUR using 25 CZK/ 1 EUR exchange rate).

131I 131I Surgery
outpatient regime hospitalization

Accumulation test 6 EUR 6 EUR
Scintigraphy of thyroid using 98mTc 29 EUR 29 EUR
Therapeutic 550 MBq 131I 79 EUR 79 EUR
Hospitalization TOTAL 585 EUR 314 EUR
Surgery (total thyroidectomy) 143 EUR
TOTAL 114 EUR 699 EUR 457 EUR

course, this is not applicable each time. So the
clinician has always ability to complete the medical
record as he/she wants. See Figure 1 including the
generated medical report from the structured data.

3 Example of Using the
Application for Long-Term
Studies

We found that the database application can be used
in types of research which requires long time (more than
2 years) of getting data or observation of the patients for
such a research. And what is important, when the ob-
served cases or methods of treatment are not very com-
mon, for example when the incidence of cases is in a num-
ber of 20 per year. We found very hard to maintain the
data of those patients in the HIS. Mostly the data are
unsearchable in the HIS after years when the department
treats hundreds of patients per year.

3.1 Thyroid Treatment

The thyroid treatment by application of radioiodine
131I in the thyroid is clinically used from the 40th of the
last century. Indications for the treatment are for ex-
ample differentiated carcinoma of the thyroid gland or
thyroid hyperfunction [3]. This type of a treatment is
widely used around the world and is certified as a save
method by multiple studies [4] but in the Czech Repub-
lic, however, this method is still indicated relatively lit-
tle and still is realized only in hospitals. The most used
method of treatment is the surgery and the number of the
noninvasive treatment is increasing very slowly [5]. The
3rd Medical Department together with the Department of
Nuclear Medicine at 1st Faculty of Medicine is cooperat-

ing on patients’ treatment by application of radioiodine
131I without any hospitalization. We tried to evaluate the
cost of the treatment together with the effectiveness of
the treatment. Because the number of patients is very
low even during 2 years of the study, we used the custom-
made database application to store the research data. The
reason was due to a large number of patients treated at the
Endocrinology Department and after some years, it is not
possible to find out all the observed patients in hundreds
of patients.

3.2 Methods

This research took 22 months during the years 2008-
2010. The treatment by Radioiodine 131I was offered to 45
patients and finally it was performed on 39 patients (31
women, 8 men). We evaluated the financial cost of the
radioiodine therapy in the outpatient regime and hospita-
lization compared with surgery.

The diagnostic and treatment by Radioiodine 131I con-
sist of those steps:

• Laboratory examination of the thyroid gland (TSH
- thyroid stimulating hormone, FT4 - free thyro-
xine, FT3 - free triodothyronine, TPOAb - antibod-
ies against thyroid peroxidase and TRAK - TSH re-
ceptor antibodies in serum using chemiluminescence
analyzer by Centaur).

• Ultrasonography of thyroid nodules in patients with
fine needle biopsy (FNAB) to exclude malignancy.

• Patients were given a fixed activity of 550 MBq in
the form of Radioiodine 131I capsules.

• Clinical and laboratory monitoring of thyroid para-
meters for 4-6 weeks and 2-6 months depending to
actual health status of the patient.

Table 2: Contraindications using 131I treatment.

a. Pregnancy and breast-feeding
b. Middle and hard endocrine orbitopathy
c. Pregnancy sooner than 6 months before the 131I application
d. Malignant node in thyroid
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We retrieved the cost of particular treatments, see Ta-
ble 1.

3.3 Results

For the costs of treatments, we counted the Radioio-
dine accumulation test, thyroid scintigraphy with 99mTc
Pertechnetate, the price of 131I therapy capsules (accord-
ing to the current price list of suppliers of radiopharmaceu-
ticals) and in hospitalized patients, cost of hospitalization.
Similarly, the cost of a thyroid surgery was evaluated ac-
cording to the current tariff paid by insurance companies
plus the cost of hospitalization (see Table 1). We used
25 CZK for 1 EUR exchange rate. By comparing the fi-
nancial costs for 1 patient, we found that the cost of an
outpatient radioiodine therapy (114 EUR) represents only
16% of the same treatment in a hospital and only 25% of
the possible alternative operation.

3.4 Discussion

The treatment using 131I has also some side effects,
such as the post-radiation thyroiditis or development of
the Graves-Basedow disease is up to 5% of patients. In pa-
tients with light orbitopathy the side effect can be treated
by the low amount of prednisone, but in patients with
developed orbitopathy it is determined as contraindica-
tion [6]. Other contraindications are described in the Ta-
ble 2. The Radiodine treatment is not widely developed
in the Czech Republic. Mostly there is a large distrust
at this type of treatment in our country. This study de-
scribes that the treatment can be motivating alternative
compared to the treatment by 131I at a hospital or even the

surgery. Another motivating aspect can be the effective-
ness of the treatment, which is comparable with foreign
countries (88 %) [7].
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Abstract

Background: The progress of scientific knowledge pro-
duces an excessive amount of scholarly literature. For ef-
fective clinical use it is necessary to use time, quality and
relevance filtering.
Objectives: We decided to create an independent web
based interface for searching the PubMed Database for re-
cent evidence-based articles in the domain of cardiology.
Results: The Cardio Online Reader (COR) application
(http://neo.euromise.cz/cor) offers an easy way to reach
valid and relevant articles filtered by keywords, MeSH
terms, authors, date of publication and type of publica-
tion. Results can be commented, rated, stored as citations
and shared using most popular web sharing services.
Conclusion: Using COR can positively affect clinical deci-
sions of physicians bringing them relevant and up-to-date
scientific information.
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1 Introduction

The progress of scientific knowledge in the field of
medicine forces physicians in the clinical practice to keep
in touch with recent scholarly literature. The most im-
portant communication medium for transfer the research
results into the practice are scholarly articles in specia-
lized expert journals. The amount of these articles grows
in time and in last years the growing accelerates. Ways
how to cope with this trend are not new [1, 2, 3], but
the need of their practical use in the clinical practice is
more and more urgent. Doctors in clinical practice need
relevant information quickly and easily accessible [4].

Electronic databases are well arranged sources of in-
formation about biomedical articles published in an elec-
tronic or printed form. They collect metadata about ar-

ticles published all around the world in the large number
of journals.

The most important free accessible resource of biome-
dical science articles is the PubMed database, which is
one of key services provided by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI). On the August 1,
2011 the PubMed database contained 21 067 999 article
citations.

For acquiring the right (requested) result filtering from
so big amount of articles it is necessary to describe the
content of the article in right categories of metadata. On
the other hand we require an easy to use and complex tool
for searching through the database.

The web interface of the PubMed database [5] is ac-
cessible via http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed . It of-
fers one html form field for searching the key terms in the
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database. It puts the accent on the syntax of search query,
for the definition should be defined precisely. The search
engine returns often tens of thousands results when the
search query consists of one or two key terms. The result
list is sorted by the time of adding into the PubMed in a
descendent order (by default), so the most recent articles
come at first, but this order says nothing about qualitative
parameters of articles.

The NCBI web pages also offer an advanced search tool
for the PubMed database http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
/pubmed/advanced. Users can define the search query
in the PubMed Advanced Search in 39 parameters, which
stores the PubMed database. Advanced Search saves a
history of searched queries for each user. These queries
can be repeatedly retrieved.

The web interface of Advanced Search is more compli-
cated to use then one form field in the basic search. The
definition of the query is time consuming and it needs an
experience with search query formulation for obtaining
high-quality results.

2 Objectives

Clinicians and healthcare participants should obtain
the requested information for clinical decisions quickly and
in an easy way. Our purpose was to simplify the process
of obtaining searched articles in the stressing and time
lacking situation of clinical practice. We wanted to allow
any clinical worker or other interested person to gain high-
quality results with no experience in large bibliographical
database search. The only requested ability is to manage
Internet browser.

Our aim is to provide a multidimensional view on the
medical knowledge and its usability in the clinical prac-
tice.

As a data source we choose the PubMed database
and we established an objective to create a new inde-
pendent interface to filter out a specific part of resources
(Evidence-based Medicine Categories, specific medical do-
main).

In the structure of metadata indexed in the PubMed
database we selected those that represent one of dimen-
sions we consider to be crucial in filtering relevant clinical
information.

For the pilot project we assumed to concentrate on one
medical domain cardiology. Articles focused on this do-
main are filtered in the PubMed search query definition by
a specific set of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms.

MeSH terms intermediate relations between articles
each MeSH term of an article can link to other articles
with the same MeSH keyword.

The type of publication representing the strength of
evidence supporting the objective of the article is another
dimension of the article. We limited publication types
only to randomized controlled trials, systematic reviews
and guidelines obtaining the strongest clinical evidence
[6].

In order to bring the most relevant information and
follow the dimension of time we want to order the list of
results from the most actual articles.

For the future development we assume including some
kind of regional relevance, that gives a new dimension
to the knowledge collected all around the world. Some
articles can be specific for concrete populations or health-
care systems. The native language of the article and the
availability in the language of clinical user plays a very
important role for usability of the paper in a particular
clinical case or for a target person.

For demonstrating and easy understanding of the
search results we want to use mostly graphical representa-
tion of the range and parameter specification and search
results. In the future development we will prefer graphi-
cal MeSH cloud, map of the regional relevance or diagram
of the most popular languages used in the papers rather
than plain textual results.

3 Results

As a practical result of our efforts we developed the
Cardio Online Reader (COR) web application that offers
fully functional search interface for articles from Cardio-
logy indexed in the PubMed database.

The actual version of the COR application is freely
accessible on http://neo.euromise.cz/cor .

The database of citations and abstracts of biomedical
science articles is the main part of the COR application.
This database uses a MySQL database engine. The main
data source for our project is the PubMed database, that
can be used free of charge. Import of the data was rea-
lized by the query to the PubMed database defining the
domain of Cardiology by using the most important MeSH
terms from Cardiology. We filtered off articles, which do
not fulfill our qualitative criteria from the Evidence Based
Medicine point of view.

We selected only these types of articles:

• Randomized Controlled Trials,

• Systematic Reviews,

• Systematic Reviews with Meta-Analysis,

• Guidelines,

• Practical Guidelines.

The result of this query was saved in the XML file.
Exported XML file was parsed by one-purpose PHP im-
port script and selected data fields (title, authors, MeSH
terms, abstract, unique identifier PMID, date of the ab-
stract publication in the PubMed database, link to the
full text, journal title) were saved to the COR database.

The actualization of the COR database proceeds daily
by an automatically started PHP script, which uses tools
from the Entrez Programming Utilities [7] for gathering
metadata for each article published since the last actua-
lization.
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Figure 1: An example of COR application web interface showing the list of articles retrieved for parameters set in the filter
form fields above.

3.1 The Web Interface of the COR

Contrary to the original PubMed interface we concen-
trated on the fastest way to reducing the number of search
results preserving the focus on results important for the
clinical practice.

Users can limit search results by one mouse-click to
one category of high quality evidence. Users can also use

six form fields of the filter on the home page of the COR
application for entering search criteria. Individual form
field stands for entering a part of text in the article ti-
tle or abstract. Another form field specifies the requested
author or authors. The third large form field stands for
entering parts or exact full terms of Medical Subject Head-
ings (MeSH) thesaurus. Users can write down requested
MeSH terms or they can choose them from a generated

Table 1: Dimensions of clinical information and matching PubMed metadata used in Cardio Online Reader.

Dimension of clinical information Matching PubMed metadata category
Medical Domain filtered using MeSH
Related Medical Terms MeSH
Evidence Based Medicine Categories Publication Type
Time of Relevance Publication Date
Regional Relevance Country of the Journal

Affiliation
Country of the Author ? (external data)
specific population description ? (external data)

Full text Availability DOI, Full Text Link Out
Language Language
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Figure 2: An example of COR application web interface showing the detail of an article record.

MeSH Cloud or MeSH List, where terms are displayed in
relation to their appearance in articles or sorted alphabet-
ically.

In these form fields it is possible to use logical opera-
tors AND and OR. It is also possible to use a dynamically
generated autocomplete function in these three fields to
simplify entering exact phrases.

Users can limit the list of search results by setting the
lowest and the highest date of publishing the article in
the PubMed database in next two form fields. The dates
can be set manually or chosen from the JavaScript date
picker.

The last form field stands for the manual choice of the
category of EBM quality of evidence.

For the fast choice of most frequented MeSH terms
and their insertion to the filter, there is a "MeSH cloud"
in the right part of the application web page, where en-
listed terms differ in the text size displaying frequency of
each term in the database. Users can use the list of last
search queries.

3.2 Search Results

The COR application display search results matching
entered parameters below the filter. Search results are in

descending order sorted by the date of publication in the
PubMed database. The simple list of results shows an ar-
ticle title, names of authors and the date of publication
in the PubMed database. There can be a maximum of
15 results on one page. User can browse through the re-
sult pages. The category of an article is indicated by a
graphical icon.

By clicking on the article title in the list of results user
can navigate to the detail page of the article record. The
detail page shows the article title, names of authors, list of
assigned MeSH terms, PMID identifier, link to the origi-
nal record in the PubMed database, link to the full text of
the article (if available on the Internet), article abstract,
journal title and the date of publication in the PubMed
database. The User of the COR application can rate the
helpfulness of the article in the scale from one to five star
symbols. This rating is linked to the IP address, so one
user can rate a single article only one time. User can also
attach a comment to the article.

3.3 Web 2.0 Social Functions

The second big task for the COR application is to al-
low easy sharing of clinically important results with col-
leagues, friends and professional community. The detail of
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the article including abstract and bibliographical data can
be shared via email, Facebook, Twitter and other social
networks contained in the Share this web service [8].

Excepting a particular scientific article detail, the
COR offers an easy way to share a link to itself via Share
this service, Facebook, Twitter, e-mail or one of 21 most
common social and bookmarking services like Digg, Deli-
cious, Reddit, Yahoo! or Google Bookmarks.

Users can follow a CORs own profile on Facebook and
Twitter, Blogger account and YouTube channel. Users
can subscribe to RSS channels with last 20 articles or last
20 comments generally or individually for each type of
article.

3.4 Future Plans and Improvements

We plan further improvements and simplifications in
the web interface of the COR application in the future.
One thing which can speed up using the filter and make
the work more illustrative is to place a graphical slider and
the time plot showing numbers of articles published in the
discrete time periods and their selection in the filter.

A long term problem is to optimize the autocomplete
function in three form fields in the filter to help users in
inserting key terms in the easiest way. This process should
be evaluated in the cooperation with common users.

Geotagging can help to make search results more
regionally-oriented. Metadata contained in the PubMed
database can show in which country the article was pub-
lished. Geographical information in the field Affiliation is
even more interesting. It is possible to find out where the
article was created and what population is in the article
described. We can draw this information in the map or
allow its limitation in the filter.

We assume an individualization of the web interface
for registered users in the future development of the COR
application. After the registration process and logging
in a user could browse the history of own search queries,
create lists of favorite articles, let the system send him
notification on some events in the database or define own
RSS channels or add authorized comments and ratings.

The COR application not only can serve users of
the web interface or RSS readers. The same problem
as physicians have today with obtaining relevant clini-
cal information will rise in the future for decision sup-
port systems (DSS) that can improve practitioner per-
formance [9]. Even DSS algorithms can easily complete
well-structured PubMed search query and ask directly the
source database, we should prepare computer readable re-
sults of the COR application as a simple and independent
alternative of the PubMed Entrez Utilities.

By creating an XML data interface we can connect the
clinical information system and send it search results or
record details on its demands. Possible service for hos-
pital information systems could offer relevant document
for the concrete clinical situation defined by MeSH and
geographical terms.

4 Discussion

The widely accepted PubMed database of biomedical
bibliographies of biomedical publications has a free ac-
cessible web interface with a basic or advanced version
of the search. We can use other web services for search-
ing biomedical databases for scientific articles by clinical
terms or other parameters. These services are more gene-
ral (Google, Google Scholar) or focused on natural sci-
ences (Scopus).

Why to create another search tool?

The amount of scientific articles indexed in electronic
databases increase steeply. A recent question "where to
find" has been replacing by questions "how to search" and
"how to search the easiest way". The COR offers simple
and fast way how to search the PubMed database for ar-
ticles in the field of Cardiology and with the focus on
highest evidence. It copes with only one thousandth of
the PubMed database and provides easy-to-use tools for
setting the search query that can acquire small amount of
articles appropriate to the clinical need.

Other web services are specialized on searching in
large databases of scientific bibliography (Vivisimo, Trip-
database, Pubmeddy - discontinued). The COR is unique
in its focus on one domain (Cardiology), on few defined
EBM categories most important for clinical practice and
in the simplicity of use.

The key question for the progress of the COR appli-
cation will be the interest of expert medical community.
The COR contains tools for sharing scientific information
between experts, tools for subjective rating of their qual-
ity and tools for expert discussion. Experts could be mo-
tivated by functions for registered users, individualized
search functions, the ease of use and the fact, that this
application is free of charge. The COR application is de-
signed for Cardiology specially.

Filters used for extraction from the PubMed database
are firmly defined. The same technology could be used
for another one purpose (one expert domain) web portal.
Similar filters could be also individually set for registered
users, so the scope could be widened to other domains.

5 Conclusion

As an alternative to the widely accepted PubMed
search web tool we created the Cardio Online Reader web
application. It concentrates on the domain of Cardiology.
The COR uses the free accessible PubMed database of
biomedical scientific articles and ads an easy-to-use search
web interface and functions for sharing, rating and com-
menting articles.

This application is freely accessible via
http://neo.euromise.cz/cor .
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